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Honorable Members of the Deputy Advisory Agency and City Hearing Officer:
This firm represents Venice Vision. This letter provides substantial evidence
documenting why the Reese Davidson Community (proposed project)1 is not eligible for a
statutory exemption from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
under California Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21080.27(b)(1) and that it has the
potential to result in significant environmental impacts necessitating the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). In addition, due to the nature of the project and its potential
environmental impacts, the City cannot make the required findings for some of the discretionary
permits required for the project.
A.

INTRODUCTION

The applicant for the proposed project is the Hollywood Community Housing
Corporation (HCHC) and the Venice Community Housing Corporation (VCHC). As noted in
the notice for the October 22, 2020 Public Hearing for the project:
The project involves the demolition of an existing surface parking lot
(LADOT Lots 701 and 731) containing 196 vehicular parking spaces
1

Detailed project information is available at: https://www.vchcorp.org/new-developments/reese-davidsoncommunity-2/

(bisected by Grand Canal) and a two-story, four-unit residential structure
and the construction, use and maintenance of a 104,140-square foot,
mixed-use, 100 percent affordable housing development (a 36,340 squarefoot structure west of Grand Canal and a 67,800 square-foot, structure east
of Grand Canal) consisting of 140 residential dwelling units (136
restricted affordable dwelling units and 4 unrestricted Manager Units), 685
square feet of supporting (social service) office uses, 2,255 square feet of
retail uses, 810 square feet of restaurant uses with 500 square feet of
outdoor Service Floor area, and 3,155 square feet of community arts
center/art studio uses (philanthropic uses).
The structure west of Grand Canal (West Site) is three-stories and 35 feet
in height with a 59-foot tall architectural campanile located at the
northwest corner of the subject site with a roof access structure resulting in
a structure with a maximum of 67 feet in height and five stories. The
structure east of Grand Canal (East Site) is three-stories and 35 feet in
height. The project will provide a total of 360 on-site automobile parking
spaces comprising of 61 residential spaces, 42 commercial spaces, 196
public spaces (replacement), 23 Beach Impact Zone (BIZ) spaces and 38
non-required spaces; and 136 bicycle parking spaces (19 short-term and
117 long-term).
The project also includes the export 9,100 cubic yards of building material
and soil; the removal of 24 non-protected on-site trees and 11 nonprotected street trees; and improvements to the canal access boat ramp.
Figure 1 shows the site plan for the proposed project. As shown on the site plan the
project includes two separate parking structures with residential, restaurant/retail and art studio
uses wrapped around the two parking structures. The project site is located between two oneway streets: North Venice Boulevard and South Venice Boulevard. North Venice Boulevard is
one-way from east to west along the northern edge of the Project site. South Venice Boulevard is
one-way heading from west to east along the southern edge of the Project site.
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FIGURE 1 – PROJECT SITE PLAN

The parking structure on the east would be used for beach and replacement parking (252
spaces) and the west parking structure would provide parking for project uses (108 spaces) as
follows:2

According the Venice Community Housing Corporation (VCHC), the City of Los
Angeles would own, operate and construct the eastern structure.3 Venice Housing Corporation
would enter into a 99 year least for its portion of the project site.
As shown on Figure 1, a segment of the Grand Canal bisects the Project Site. The banks
of the Grand Canal would feature new hardscape and landscape to increase access to the canal
2

Source: current project plans, sheet G0.01.
Community Meeting, 4:30 PM. October 14, 2020. VCHC is hopeful they will manage construction “since the two
projects are so intertwined.”
3

3

and provide outdoor amenities to the Project residents and the public. Page A-12 of the Initial
Study describes the project changes to the Grand Canal area as follows:
A minimum setback of 15 feet would be maintained to provide public open space
along the eastern and western banks of the Grand Canal and would include
terraced seating, landscaping, and plaza areas. Within the public right-of-way, the
existing concrete sidewalks would remain, the existing pipe railings would be
replaced, and the existing boat launch would be altered to be level with the
sidewalk. The Project would also involve the removal of the approach slabs to the
Short Line Bridge; however, the existing wing walls would remain. The existing
vehicular bridge would be maintained and converted to a pedestrian bridge that
would overlook the Grand Canal and connect the east and west portions of the
Project Site. The converted pedestrian bridge would no longer be used for
vehicular circulation.
As noted in the Project Application, the project consists of Assessor’s Parcel numbers
4238-024-900, 902, 903, and 905 thru 911. The total lot area is approximately 155,674 square
feet.4 The project site is located less than 0.25 miles east of the Pacific Ocean.
According to the Tentative Tract Map5 for the project and Zimas, the project site is zoned
OS-1XL-O and has a land use designation of Open Space.6 The 1XL designation indicates the
project site currently has a building height limitation of 30 feet and two stories. The O
designation indicates that it is in an Oil Drilling District. Figure 2 shows the project location and
the existing zoning of the project parcels. The project site is within the Venice Canals and North
Venice Subareas of the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, the Venice Community Plan, and the
Certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. As proposed, the project is inconsistent
with site zoning and all three of these existing Plans.

4

Revised application dated January 2020, available at: https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RDCLADCP-Application-REVISED-FINAL-1-23-2020-1.pdf
5
https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/RDC-Project-VTT-Map-No-82288-Shts-1-4-Stamped-byLADBS-LADCP-As-FIled.pdf
6
Zimas
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FIGURE 2 – ZONING ON PROJECT SITE (OS-1XL-O)

City is claiming that the project is statutorily exempt from CEQA pursuant to PRC
Section 21080.27(b)(1) which was added by AB 1197, despite the fact that the project: is not
consistent with the existing zoning, the General Plan designation for the site, the Venice
Community Plan, the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan or the Certified Venice Local Coastal
Program Land Use Plan (LUP); requires a General Plan Amendment, Specific Plan Amendment,
LUP Amendment, and zone change; includes uses other than supportive housing; includes a
separate parking structure that will be owned and operated by the City; and, requires a number of
other discretionary approvals with potential environmental consequences. The required
discretionary approvals include:
1.

VTT-82288:
•

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Sections 17.03, 17.06, and
17.15, a Vesting Tentative Tract Map, VTT No. 82288, for the merger and resubdivision of 40 existing lots into two master ground lots and seven airspace
lots; and

•

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 17.53-D, a Waiver of
Dedication and/or Improvements to waive the requirement to:
a. Dedicate 20.5 feet to complete a 43-foot half right-of-way along
Pacific Avenue;
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b. Dedicate a 15-foot by 15-foot corner cut at the intersection of South
Venice Boulevard and Pacific Avenue;
c. Dedicate a 15-foot by 15-foot corner cut at the intersection of North
Venice Boulevard and Pacific Avenue;
d. Dedicate a 15-foot by 15-foot corner cut at the intersection of South
Venice Boulevard and Dell Avenue; and
e. Dedicate 10 feet to complete a 30-foot half right-of-way along Dell
Avenue.
2.

CPC-2018-7344-GPAJ-VZCJ-HD-SP-SPP-CDP-MEL-WDI-SPR-PHP:
•

Pursuant to Los Angeles City Charter Section 555 and LAMC Section 11.5.6,
a General Plan Amendment to the:
a. Venice Community Plan General Plan Land Use Map to amend the
land use designation of the subject site from Open Space and Low
Medium II Multiple Family Residential7 to Neighborhood
Commercial;
b. Certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP) maps to
amend the land use designation of the subject site from Open Space
and Low Medium II Multiple Family Residential to Neighborhood
Commercial; and
c. Certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP) text
pertaining to the proposed development;

•

Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.32 F, a Vesting Zone Change and Height
District Change from OS-1XL-O to (T)(Q)C2- 1L-O and pursuant to LAMC
Section 11.5.11(e) and California Government Code 65915(k), three
Developer Incentives to permit:
a. Reduced residential parking pursuant to AB744;
b. The required residential parking for the building on the East Site to be
located in the building on the West Site; and
c. RAS3 side and rear yard requirements per LAMC 12.10.5 in lieu of
the yard requirements in the proposed C2 zone;

7

Based on a review of the Zimas records for the project parcels, none of the parcels is currently zoned Medium II
Multiple Family Residential. See for example: https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/68a0ab80-79e8-4749-8f72d454a199be7a/venplanmap.pdf
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•

Pursuant to LAMC Section 11.5.7 G, a Specific Plan Amendment to the
Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan to:
1. Create a new subarea “Subarea A” to permit a Permanent Supportive
Housing project that includes Restricted Affordable housing units with
supportive services and establishes Land Use Regulations and
Development Standards; and
2. Amend the Map Exhibits to add the new subarea and change the
zoning from OS-1XL and RD1.5 to C2-1L- O for the new subarea;

•

Pursuant to LAMC Section 11.5.7 C, a Project Permit Compliance Review for
a project within the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan;

•

Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.20.2, a Coastal Development Permit for a
Project located within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction of the California Coastal
Zone;

•

Pursuant to Government Code Sections 65590 and 65590.1 and the City of
Los Angeles Interim Mello Act Compliance Administrative Procedures, a
Mello Act Compliance Review for demolition of four Residential Units and
the construction of 140 Residential Units in the Coastal Zone; and

•

Pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05, Site Plan Review for a Project which
creates or results in an increase of 50 or more dwelling units.

The City has failed to disclose to the public, the specifics of the proposed changes to the
text of the Certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP) pertaining to the
proposed development. In addition, the City has failed to fully identify all of the discretionary
permits which may be required for the proposed project. Alteration of the existing boat launch
and Short Line Bridge and construction activities in close proximity to the Venice Canal system
is likely to trigger the need for federal permits under the Clean Water Act and/or from the Army
Corps of Engineers.
The proposed project has the potential to result in a number of significant environmental
impacts. Prior to the passage of AB 1197, the City was in the process of preparing an EIR for
the project. The Initial Study8 for the project, which is incorporated herein by reference,
identified the following potentially significant environment impacts that needed to be addressed
in the EIR for the project:
•
•

Aesthetic
Air Quality

8

Initial Study Reese Davidson Community Project. Case Number: ENV-2018-6667-EIR. State Clearinghouse
Number: 2018121045. Prepared for the City of Los Angeles by Eyestone Environmental, December 2018. That
Initial Study and the project file is incorporated herein by reference and is available for review in the Planning
Department of the City of Los Angeles and at: https://planning.lacity.org/development-services/eir/reese-davidsoncommunity-project
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology/Soils
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards & Hazardous Materials
Hydrology/Water Quality
Land Use/Planning
Noise
Public Services
Recreation
Transportation/Traffic
Tribal Cultural Resources
Utilities/Service Systems
Mandatory Findings of Significance

Comment letters received on the Initial Study identified the potential for additional
impacts and further detailed the project’s potential to result in significant impacts. Those letters
are also incorporated herein by reference.9
This letter demonstrates why the project cannot be approved without the preparation of
the Environmental Impact Report or significant redesign and modification, and why the
necessary findings for approval of a Vesting Tentative Tract (VTT) cannot be made. It is
organized as follows:
A. Introduction
B. Why The Project Does Not Meet The Requirements For A PRC Section 21080.27
Statutory Exemption
C. The Project’s Potential To Result In A Number Of Significant Environmental Impacts
D. Why The Project Does Not Meet The Findings Requirements Necessary For Some Of The
Discretionary Permits Required By The Project
E. Conclusion
B.

THE PROJECT DOES NOT MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A PRC SECTION
21080.27 STATUTORY EXEMPTION

The proposed project includes uses that do not meet the definition of supportive housing
and are thus not eligible for the Section 20180.27 exemption. These uses include:
•
•
•

2,255 square feet of retail uses,
810 square feet of restaurant uses with 500 square feet of outdoor Service Floor
area,
3,155 square feet of community arts center/art studio uses (philanthropic uses).

9

Comment Letters on the Initial Study Reese Davidson Community Project. Case Number: ENV-2018-6667-EIR.
State Clearinghouse Number: 2018121045. The comment letters and the file are incorporated herein by reference
and is available for review in the Planning Department of the City of Los Angeles.
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•

Parking in excess of the 61 residential spaces, including: 42 commercial spaces,
196 public spaces (replacement), 23 Beach Impact Zone (BIZ) spaces and 38
non-required spaces; and 136 bicycle parking spaces (19 short-term and 117
long-term).

Just because these uses share a site with a supportive housing functions does not
make them exempt from CEQA evaluation. If they were located off-site, they would be
clearly subject to CEQA review.
PRC SECTION 20180.27
The City is claiming that the project is exempt under PRC Section 20180.27(b)(1) which
exempts from CEQA10 supportive housing as follows:
(b) (1) This division does not apply to any activity approved by or carried
out by the City of Los Angeles in furtherance of providing emergency
shelters or supportive housing in the City of Los Angeles.
PRC Section 21080.27(a)(3) defines supportive housings for purposes of this division as
follows:
(3)
"Supportive housing" means supportive housing, as defined in
Section 50675.14 of the Health and Safety Code, that meets the eligibility
requirements of Article 11 (commencing with Section 65650) of Chapter 3
of Division I of Title 7 of the Government Code or the eligibility
requirements for qualified supportive housing or qualified permanent
supportive housing set forth in Ordinance No. 185,489 or 185,492, and is
funded, in whole or in part, by any of the following:
1. (A) The No Place Like Home Program (Part 3.9 (commencing
with Section 5849.1) of Division 5 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code).
2. (B) The Building Homes and Jobs Trust Fund established pursuant
to Section 50470 of the Health and Safety Code.
3. (C) Measure H sales tax proceeds approved by the voters on the
March 7, 2017, special election in the County of Los Angeles.
4. (D) General bond obligations issued pursuant to Proposition HHH,
approved by the voters of the City of Los Angeles at the November
8, 2016, statewide general election.
5. (E) The City of Los Angeles Housing Impact Trust Fund.
The project applicant has indicated that project funding “has not yet been secured but will
include a combination of local and state funding, as well as low income housing tax credits.”11
The project therefore does not currently meet the funding-based requirements for supportive
10
11

PRC division 21000 et. Seq. and the CEQA Guidelines.
Mia Lopez-Zubiri, Development Associate, Venice Community Housing (VCH), October 15, 2020.
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housing that is eligible for a PRC Section 21080.27 exemption. The proposed project does not
qualify for this exemption on the basis of the funding requirements alone.
ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT DO NOT MEET THE DEFINITION OF SUPPORTIVE
HOUSING IN HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE SECTION 50675.14
Health and Safety Code Section 50675.14 defines supportive housing as follows
(emphasis added):
(a) This section shall apply only to projects funded with funds
appropriated for supportive housing projects.
(b) For purposes of this section the following terms have the following
meanings:
(1) “May restrict occupancy to persons with veteran status” means that the
sponsor may limit occupancy to persons meeting the criteria of paragraphs
(1) and (2) of subdivision (j) with respect to either of the following:
(A) Any unit in the development that has not been previously occupied.
(B) Any unit in the development that subsequently becomes vacant, for a
period of not more than 120 days following the vacancy.
(2) “Supportive housing” means housing with no limit on length of
stay, that is occupied by the target population, and that is linked to
onsite or offsite services that assist the supportive housing resident in
retaining the housing, improving their health status, and maximizing
their ability to live and, when possible, work in the community.
(3) (A) “Target population” means persons, including persons with
disabilities, and families who are “homeless,” as that term is defined by
Section 11302 of Title 42 of the United States Code, or who are “homeless
youth,” as that term is defined by paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of
Section 12957 of the Government Code.
(B) Individuals and families currently residing in supportive housing meet
the definition of “target population” if the individual or family was
“homeless,” as that term is defined by Section 11302 of Title 42 of the
United States Code, when approved for tenancy in the supportive housing
project in which they currently reside.
(c) (1) The department shall ensure that at least 40 percent of the units in
each development funded under the supportive housing program are
targeted to one or more of the following populations:
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(A) Individuals or families experiencing “chronic homelessness,” as
defined by the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s Super Notice of Funding Availability for Continuum of
Care or Collaborative Applicant Program.
(B) “Homeless youth,” as that term is defined by paragraph (2) of
subdivision (e) of Section 12957 of the Government Code.
(C) Individuals exiting institutional settings, including, but not limited to,
jails, hospitals, prisons, and institutes of mental disease, who were
homeless when entering the institutional setting, who have a disability,
and who resided in that setting for a period of not less than 15 days.
(2) The department may decrease the number of units required to meet the
criteria identified in paragraph (1) if the department determines that the
program is undersubscribed after issuing at least one Notice of Funding
Availability.
(3) Individuals and families currently residing in supportive housing meet
the qualifications under this subdivision if the individual or family met
any of the criteria specified in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of paragraph
(1) when approved for tenancy in the supportive housing project in which
they currently reside.
(d) Supportive housing projects shall provide or demonstrate
collaboration with programs that provide services that meet the needs
of the supportive housing residents.
(e) The criteria, established by the department, for selecting
supportive housing projects shall give priority to supportive housing
projects that include a focus on measurable outcomes and a plan for
evaluation, which evaluation shall be submitted by the borrowers,
annually, to the department.
(f) The department may provide higher per-unit loan limits as reasonably
necessary to provide and maintain rents that are affordable to the target
population.
(g) In an evaluation or ranking of a borrower’s development and
ownership experience, the department shall consider experience acquired
in the prior 10 years.
(h) (1) A borrower shall, beginning the second year after supportive
housing project occupancy, include the following data in their annual
report to the department. However, a borrower who submits an annual
evaluation pursuant to subdivision (e) may, instead, include this
information in the evaluation:
11

(A) The length of occupancy by each supportive housing resident for the
period covered by the report and, if the resident has moved, the reason for
the move and the type of housing to which the resident moved, if known.
(B) Changes in each supportive housing resident’s employment status
during the previous year.
(C) Changes in each supportive housing resident’s source and amount of
income during the previous year.
(D) The tenant’s housing status prior to occupancy, including the term of
the tenant’s homelessness.
(2) The department shall include aggregate data with respect to the
supportive housing projects described in this section in the report that it
submits to the Legislature pursuant to Section 50675.12.
(i) The department shall consider, commencing in the second year of the
funding, the feasibility and appropriateness of modifying its regulations to
increase the use of funds by small projects. In doing this, the department
shall consider its operational needs and prior history of funding supportive
housing facilities.
(j) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the sponsor of a supportive
housing development may restrict occupancy to persons with veteran
status if all the following conditions apply:
(1) The veterans possess significant barriers to social reintegration and
employment that require specialized treatment and services that are due to
a physical or mental disability, substance abuse, or the effects of longterm homelessness.
(2) The veterans are otherwise eligible to reside in an assisted unit.
(3) The sponsor also provides, or assists in providing, the specialized
treatment and services. (Amended by Stats. 2019, Ch. 507, Sec. 2. (SB 623)
Effective January 1, 2020.)
The City has failed to provide the public with the following information to document
compliance with the requirements of Health and Safety Code Section 50675.14:
•

That the project is funded with funds appropriated for supportive housing projects. The
City needs to provide the public with a copy of the funding plan for each component of
the project, including both the supportive housing component and the uses that are not
supportive housing, such as: the project’s 2,255 square feet of retail uses; 810 square feet
of restaurant uses with 500 square feet of outdoor Service Floor area; 3,155 square feet
of community arts center/art studio uses (philanthropic uses); and non-residential
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parking in excess of the 61 residential spaces, which should not be paid for with housing
funds.
Elements of the project that are not funded with eligible housing funds and do not
constitute supportive housing for the target population are essentially separate projects
that do not meet the requirements of Health and Safety Code Section 50675.14(a), are not
supportive housing, and thus are not eligible for a PRC Section 20180.27 exemption.
•

The City has not demonstrated to the public that the supportive housing project provides
collaboration with programs that provide services that meet the needs of the supportive
housing residents. The City needs to detail the supportive services that are consistent
with Government Code Section 65582 that will be provided to residents and which
demonstrate the housing component of the project’s compliance with Health and Safety
Code Section 50675.14(d). This is required by Government Code Section 65652, which
specifies:
A developer of supportive housing subject to this article shall provide the
planning agency with a plan for providing supportive services, with
documentation demonstrating that supportive services will be provided
onsite to residents in the project, as required by Section 65651, and
describing those services, which shall include all of the following:
(a) The name of the proposed entity or entities that will provide supportive
services.
(b) The proposed funding source or sources for the provided onsite
supportive services.
(c) Proposed staffing levels.
(Added by Stats. 2018, Ch. 753, Sec. 3. (AB 2162) Effective January 1,
2019.)
In the absence of compliance with this requirement, no portion of the project is
eligible for a Section 20180.27 exemption. This information should be provided
to the public in advance of any hearing on the project to allow for public review
and comment. In the absence of public disclosure of this information, any
exemption is not supported by substantial evidence.

•

The City needs to specify the measurable outcomes and plan for evaluation,
which evaluation shall be submitted by the borrowers, annually, to the
department for review and comment by members of the public and to
demonstrate the housing component of the project’s compliance with Health and
Safety Code Section 50675.14(e)

THE PROJECT DOES NOT MEET THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF
ARTICLE 11 (COMMENCING WITH SECTION 65650) OF CHAPTER 3 OF DIVISION
I OF TITLE 7 OF THE GOVERNMENT CODE
To be eligible for a Section 20180.27 exemption from CEQA, the project must meet the
eligibility requirements of Article 11 (commencing with Section 65650) of Chapter 3 of Division
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I of Title 7 of the Government Code or the eligibility requirements for qualified supportive
housing or qualified permanent supportive housing set forth in Ordinance No. 185,489 or
185,492.
Government Code 65650 et. seq. sets out various requirements that a project must meet to
be considered a “supportive housing” project. Gov. Code 65651 essentially provides a
compliance checklist. As demonstrated in the following analysis, the proposed project is not a by
right development, and fails to satisfy all of the requirements of Government Code Section
65651.
THE PROJECT IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION
65651
Gov. Code Section 65651
Project Compliance With Gov. Code Section 65651
Requirements
Requirements – Non-Compliance Noted In Bold
(a) Supportive
The project site is zoned OS-1XL-O and has a land use
housing shall be a
designation of Open Space. /1/
use by right in zones
where multifamily
Multifamily housing is not a permitted use within the OS
and mixed uses are
zone./2/
permitted, including
nonresidential zones
The project does not meet the requirements of Government
permitting
Code Section 65651(a) for a use by right. Supportive
multifamily uses, if
housing is therefore not a use by right in this zone. The
the proposed
project’s compliance with (a)(1)-(6) is irrelevant given the
housing
zoning on the project site, something the applicant ignored
development
in their analysis of compliance with Government Code
satisfies all of the
Section 65651 (see /3/).
following
requirements:
(1) Units within the
development are subject
to a recorded
affordability restriction
for 55 years.

(2) One hundred percent
of the units, excluding
managers’ units, within
the development are
restricted to lower
income households and
are or will be receiving
public funding to ensure
affordability of the
housing to lower income
Californians. For
purposes of this

The applicant’s attorney has represented that:
All of the affordable units within the development will be subject to
a covenant that reserves and maintains the units as restricted
affordable for at least 55 years, consistent with this requirement.
The covenant will be recorded after the Project closes on its
construction financing, and before the certificate of occupancy is
issued.” /3/
The applicant’s attorney has represented that:
The Project is 100-percent affordable housing and plans to provide
a total of 140 residential units, which will consist of up to 136
affordable and permanent supportive housing units, along with up to
four units for on-site property management staff.
The 136 affordable units will meet the eligibility requirements for
lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of the
Health and Safety Code, as these units will be restricted to those
whose income does not exceed the qualifying limits for low, very
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THE PROJECT IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION
65651
Gov. Code Section 65651
Project Compliance With Gov. Code Section 65651
Requirements
Requirements – Non-Compliance Noted In Bold
paragraph, “lower
income households” has
the same meaning as
defined in Section
50079.5 of the Health
and Safety Code.

(3) At least 25 percent
of the units in the
development or 12 units,
whichever is greater, are
restricted to residents in
supportive housing who
meet criteria of the
target population. If the
development consists of
fewer than 12 units, then
100 percent of the units,
excluding managers’
units, in the
development shall be
restricted to residents in
supportive housing.
(4) The developer
provides the planning
agency with the
information required by
Section 65652.
Section 65652 states:
A developer of
supportive housing
subject to this article
shall provide the
planning agency with a
plan for providing
supportive services, with
documentation
demonstrating that
supportive services will
be provided onsite to
residents in the project,

low, and extremely low income households. 68 of the units will be
reserved for formerly homeless households with an area median
income (AMI) of 30 percent, while the remaining 68 affordable
units will be reserved for households with an AMI of 60 percent. In
the event the number of residential units change from the totals
provided herein, the Project will still dedicate all of the units to
lower income households, consistent with this requirement. /3/
The applicant’s representative has failed to demonstrate that the lower
income households are, or will be, receiving public funding to ensure
affordability of the housing to lower income Californians. In the
absence of this information, compliance with this Section (a)(2) has not
been demonstrated. Specific information on project and housing
funding must be made available to the public for review prior to action
on the proposed project. The mere assumption that project residents
will receive Section 8 rental assistance is not sufficient.
The applicant’s attorney has represented that:
The Project will reserve 68 of the 136 non-manager residential units
(50 percent) for low-income formerly homeless households, which
is above the minimum requirement of 25 percent of the total
units. These formerly homeless households meet the criteria of the
target population, which includes individuals and households who
are homeless, or who were homeless when approved for tenancy in
the supportive housing project in which they currently reside,
consistent with both the California and U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development definitions of “homeless.”1 In the event
that the number of units change from the totals provided herein, the
Project will restrict at least 25 percent of the units to low-income
formerly homeless households, consistent with this requirement. /3/
The applicant’s attorney has represented that:
The supportive services to be provided by the Project will satisfy
the requirements of the Measure H funding program. Such
supportive services will include, among others: conducting
comprehensive psychosocial assessments; developing
individualized case management plans; helping residents to access
temporary housing, food, clothes, and other basic necessities;
helping residents to obtain health, mental health, and substance
abuse services, as well as medication and treatment; and helping
residents to obtain income and establish healthcare benefits. These
supportive services will be provided by an approved Intensive Case
Management Services (“ICMS”) provider and funded with Measure
H funds. The proposed staffing for the services to be provided by
the Project includes four case managers, one for every 17
supportive housing units, which satisfies the Measure H
requirements for staffing (i.e., a required range of one case manager
for every 15 households to one case manager for every 20
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THE PROJECT IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION
65651
Gov. Code Section 65651
Project Compliance With Gov. Code Section 65651
Requirements
Requirements – Non-Compliance Noted In Bold
as required by Section
65651, and describing
those services, which
shall include all of the
following:
(a) The name of the
proposed entity or
entities that will provide
supportive services.
(b) The proposed
funding source or
sources for the provided
onsite supportive
services.
(c) Proposed staffing
levels.
(5) Nonresidential floor
area shall be used for
onsite supportive
services in the following
amounts:
(A) For a development
with 20 or fewer total
units, at least 90 square
feet shall be provided
for onsite supportive
services.
(B) For a development
with more than 20 units,
at least 3 percent of the
total nonresidential floor
area shall be provided
for onsite supportive
services that are limited
to tenant use, including,
but not limited to,
community rooms, case
management offices,
computer rooms, and
community kitchens.

households). This information will be provided to the planning
agency, as required by Gov. Code Section 65651(4). /3/
The project applicant has failed to fully provide the Plan as required by
Section 65652. The name of the proposed entity or entities has not been
provided. The Plan should be made available to the public prior to any
action on the project. In the absence of this information, compliance
with this Section (a)(4) has not been demonstrated.

The applicant’s attorney has represented that:
The total nonresidential floor area of the Project is estimated to be
6,905 square feet, with 685 square feet dedicated to onsite
supportive services that are limited to tenant use (i.e., 9.9 percent of
the total nonresidential floor area). This amount is above the 3
percent of total nonresidential floor area required under Section
65651(5). The planned 685 square feet of supportive services will
be limited to tenant use, and include areas dedicated to conducting
tenant assessments and helping tenants obtain access to other
benefits and services.
The Project also plans to include 3,155 square feet of community
arts/community meeting spaces, which are anticipated to be
available to both the Project’s tenants and the public. In the event
any of the square footage allocations change from the calculations
provided herein, the Project’s onsite supportive services will stay
above the 3 percent nonresidential floor area threshold consistent
with this requirement. /3/
The applicant’s calculation does not appear to be correct. The proposed
project includes a number of uses that are not limited to tenant use
including: retail (2,225 sf), restaurant (810 sf), and art studio (3,155 sf).
/4/ If covered alcoves (5,045 sf) and areas under the building overhangs
(8,730 sf) are intended for use and occupancy, then the 685 square feet
dedicated to supportive services would represent only 2.62% of the nonresidential floor area. /5/ It is unclear that the project meets this
criterion, as shown in the following table:
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THE PROJECT IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION
65651
Gov. Code Section 65651
Project Compliance With Gov. Code Section 65651
Requirements
Requirements – Non-Compliance Noted In Bold
All Uses
With SF
Provided
On
Plans

Without
Exterior
Walkways

Without
Walkways
and
Architectural
Projections

115,674

115,674

115,674

Live/Work

13,640

13,640

13,640

Studio

16,675

16,675

16,675

1 Bed

13,375

13,375

13,375

2 Bed

20,590

20,590

20,590

5,465

5,465

5,465

685

685

685

2,225

2,225

2,225

Restaurant

810

810

810

Art Studio

3,155

3,155

3,155

Parcel SF
Residential

Non-Residential
Common Area
Supporting Office
Retail

Exterior Walkways
Covered Alcoves

5,045

5,045

Area Under Building Overhangs

8,730

8,730

104,210

90,395

76,620

Total Non-Residential
39,930
Percent Non-Residential
Supportive Services
1.72%
The applicant’s attorney has represented that:

26,115

12,340

2.62%

5.55%

Total

(6) The developer
replaces any dwelling
units on the site of the
supportive housing
development in the
manner provided in
paragraph (3) of
subdivision (c) of
Section 65915.
(7) Units within the
development, excluding
managers’ units, include
at least one bathroom
and a kitchen or other
cooking facilities,
including, at minimum,
a stovetop, a sink, and a
refrigerator.

13,815

The Project Site is currently developed with a two- story, 1,970square-foot residential building containing four dwelling units
deemed “affordable” by the City at their current rent levels. The
Project will restrict all units to low, very low, and extremely low
income households, and provide at least four units of equivalent
size to households in the same or lower income category as the four
households currently on the Project Site. /3/
The applicant’s attorney has represented that:
Each unit within the Project will include at least one bathroom and a
kitchen or other cooking facilities, including, at a minimum, a
stovetop, a sink, and a refrigerator. /3/
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THE PROJECT IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION
65651
Gov. Code Section 65651
Project Compliance With Gov. Code Section 65651
Requirements
Requirements – Non-Compliance Noted In Bold
Sources:
/1/ https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/RDC-Project-VTT-Map-No-82288-Shts-1-4-Stampedby-LADBS-LADCP-As-FIled.pdf
/2/ https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/eadcb225-a16b-4ce6-bc94-c915408c2b04/Zoning_Code_Summary.pdf
/3/ Lathham & Watkins LLP letter dated April 21, 2020.
/4/ Square footages are per the Architectural Plans for the project dated 01/07/20 available at:
https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RDC-Entitlement-Set-R2-1-7-2020.pdf
/5/ Per LADBS Info Bulletin DOCUMENT NO. P/BC 2002-021 : Calculating Floor Area: “When applying
either Sec. 12.03 or 12.21.1 A 5, architectural projections not intended for regular use or occupancy shall not be
counted as floor area. Areas under projections intended for use and occupancy shall be included as floor area in
accordance with the guidelines below. For all Building Code applications, the area under architectural projections
exceeding 5 feet (1524 mm) in width, as defined in Sec. 91.3204.1, shall be included in the floor area
calculation.”

The project is not eligible for an exemption from CEQA for three primary reasons. First, the
project does not currently meet the funding requirements for a PRC Section 21080.27 CEQA
exemption. Second, the proposed project includes uses that do not meet the definition of
supportive housing and are thus not eligible for the Section 20180.27 exemption. In addition, the
project does not fully comply with Government Code requirements for supportive housing. The
project as proposed is, therefore, not exempt from CEQA.
C.

THE PROJECT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO RESULT IN A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT
ENVIONMENTAL IMPACTS

Because an EIR for the project has not been prepared, even though the City has identified
the project’s potential to result in significant environmental impacts, appropriate mitigation
measures to reduce impacts to a level considered less than significant have not been identified.
The project will therefore result in substantial environmental damage.
In addition, as detailed in this section, the project site is not physically suitable for the
proposed use as it contains physical hazards which render residential uses inappropriate. These
include location within: a methane zone12, a liquefaction zone, and a tsunami inundation zone.13
The project site is also anticipated to be subject to flood risk due to sea level rise.14 The project
12

Zimas and https://www.geoforward.com/wp-content/uploads/Methane-Zone-Map-Los-Angeles-by-Geo-ForwardInc.-1.pdf
See Division 71 of the Los Angeles Building Codes for mitigation and testing requirements for projects in the
methane zone: https://up.codes/viewer/los_angeles/ca-building-code-2016/chapter/new_71/methane-seepageregulations#new_91.7103
or City Ordinance No. 17590: https://ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/methane-code--ordinance-no-175790.pdf?sfvrsn=d8eeb53_10
13
Zimas.
14
Pacific Institute: https://pacinst.org/reports/sea_level_rise/hazmaps/Venice.pdf See also Venice Sea Level Rise
Vulnerability Assessment by Moffat & Nicol (May 2018): https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/83cf6597-25f14fd7-8124-dcd015000d82/venice_coastal_zone_slr_vulnerability_assessment_-_nov._2018_copy.pdf
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site is also unsuitable due to the hazards presented by left-turn only site access/egress
necessitated by the one-way street system adjacent to the project site.
Finally, as detailed in this section, a screening-level Health Risk Assessment prepared by
SWAPE, and included in Attachment A, indicates that the project will result in an excess cancer
risk to adults, children, infants, and during the 3rd trimester of pregnancy at the MEIR located
approximately 100 meters away
AIR QUALITY
Page B-7 to B-9 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential air quality impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project.
d) Would the Project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?

SWAPE has prepared a screening-level Health Risk Assessment (HRA). That analysis is
included as Attachment A. SWAPE analyzed the potential health risk posed by Project
construction and operation to nearby, existing sensitive receptors utilizing site-specific emissions
estimates, and prepared a simple screening-level HRA based on SWAPE’s CalEEMod model,
which calculated the risk to the maximally exposed individual resident (MEIR). The results of
SWAPE’s assessment demonstrates that the proposed Project may result in a significant impact
not previously identified or addressed. As detailed more fully in SWAPE’s report:
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The excess cancer risk to adults, children, infants, and during the 3rd
trimester of pregnancy at the MEIR located approximately 100 meters
away, over the course of Project construction and operation, utilizing age
sensitivity factors, are approximately 42, 380, 180, and 6.4 in one million,
respectively. The excess cancer risk over the course of a residential
lifetime (30 years), utilizing age sensitivity factors, is approximately 600
in one million. The infant, child, adult, and lifetime cancer risks all exceed
the SCAQMD threshold of 10 in one million, thus resulting in a
potentially significant impact not previously addressed or identified.
In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the proposed project will result in a
significant impact in the form of a health risk to sensitive receptors (residents) in the project
vicinity.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Pages B-10 to B-12 of the Initial Study for the project identified the potential biological
resources impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
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environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project:
a) Would the Project have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish
and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
A segment of the Venice Grand Canal traverses the project site. The Grand Canal,
including the segment that bisects the Project Site, is designated as Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Area in the Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use.15 As noted on page V-1 of the
Venice Local Coastal Land Use Plan:
The Venice Canals, along with the adjacent Ballona Lagoon, support some
of the last remaining pockets of coastal wetland habitat in Los Angeles
County. The Venice Canals are part of the Ballona Lagoon sea water
system and are connected with Ballona Lagoon via Grand Canal. For sixty
years the canals waterways had been subject to bank erosion, runoff and
stagnant water conditions. The Venice Canals Rehabilitation Project was
completed in 1993 to rectify these conditions. In September 1986, a
supplemental environmental impact report was prepared for the Venice
Canals Rehabilitation Project (City of Los Angeles, Department of Public
Works). According to this report, six species of fish were present in the
canal system: topsmelt, California killifish, arrow goby, bay pipefish,
longjaw mudsucker and diamond turbot. According to the same study, a
great array of bird species have been identified in the immediate vicinity
of the canal system. Most of these species are observed in the southern
portion of Ballona Lagoon. The majority of the bird utilization of the
Venice Canals is by domestic birds such as ducks and geese. Yet,
occasionally individual California Least Terns are observed in the canal
area.
As further explained on page V-2 of the Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan
(LUP), a Federal-and-State-listed endangered species makes use of the canal system:
The California Least Tern (Sterna albifrons browni), is a Federal-andState- listed endangered bird species. Although the Least Tern formerly
nested on upper beaches at numerous locations along the California coast,
breeding is now limited to a small number of managed sites in Southern
California and around San Francisco Bay. Least Terns forage for small

15

City of Los Angeles, Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan, Exhibit 22b, Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Areas, p. V-7. https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/d0a7f30b-87c1-430e-84155b5e30d230e7/venluptxt.pdf This document is incorporated herein by reference.
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fish in the marina, Ballona Creek, Ballona Lagoon and the canals, and nest
on a State- owned portion of Venice Beach just north of the Marina Del
Rey main channel from late April to August. The Least Tern is afforded
Federal and State protection under the Endangered Species Act of 1973
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1976.
Policy IV.D.1 on page V-11 of the LUP specifies the following protective measure to
address threats to this endangered species:
Policy IV.D.1. Venice Canals Habitat. The Venice Canals have been
identified by the Least Tern Recovery Team as a foraging habitat for the
Least Tern. Development within or adjacent to the canals that might affect
this foraging habitat shall not be permitted.
The proposed project is thus contrary to adopted policies aimed at protecting this endangered
species.
In addition, potential changes in water quality associated with the project discussed later
in this letter, has the potential to impact Least Tern habitat in Ballona Lagoon and the Canal
system. In addition, the proposed project may reduce the extent of the range of the Least Tern
habitat through the introduction of a land use which is inconsistent with LUP protection policies
(see discussion under f below) or through exposure Least Terns to garbage or other pollutants
associated with the project (see discussion under Water Quality). In the absence of substantial
evidence to the contrary, the proposed project will significantly impact a protected species.
c) Would the Project have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined
by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means?

As noted on page V-1 of the Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan, the Venice
Canals support some of the last remaining pockets of coastal wetland habitat in the County:
The environmentally sensitive habitat areas in the Venice Coastal Zone
include Ballona Lagoon and Grand Canal south of Washington Boulevard,
Venice Canals north of Washington Boulevard, habitat buffer areas on the
east and west banks of Ballona Lagoon, and the California Least Tern
nesting areas, as identified on the Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area
Map (Exhibits 22 a, b and c). The existing and potential sensitive values in
these areas shall be protected, enhanced, and where feasible, restored.
The Venice Canals, along with the adjacent Ballona Lagoon, support some
of the last remaining pockets of coastal wetland habitat in Los Angeles
County. The Venice Canals are part of the Ballona Lagoon sea water
system and are connected with Ballona Lagoon via Grand Canal.
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As shown in Figure 3, the proposed project includes alteration of the existing boat launch
in the Venice Grand Canal, and removal of the approach slabs to the Short Line Bridge over the
Canal and conversion of the bridge from vehicular to pedestrian use.

Existing Boat Launch and Bridge Configuration

Proposed Boat Launch and Bridge Configuration

Source: Project Plan Set 01/07/20
FIGURE 3 – LOCATION OF BOAT LAUNCH AND BRIDGE MODIFICATIONS

As shown in Figure 4, the existing boat launch is a permanent built-in structure used for
boat access and for maintenance crew to clear algae and garbage out of the canals. The current
ramp is a cement structure that slopes into the canal, built to support significant weight. Under
the proposed project this ramp would be altered to be level with the sidewalk. The specific
nature of the work has not been defined or detailed in documents made available to the public,
but it is clear that this would require work within the canal to rebuild and/or replace the existing
facility.
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FIGURE 4 – EXISTING BOAT LAUCH RAMP

As previously noted, the Grand Canal is home to six species of fish and provides a
biological resource to avian species, including the endangered Least Tern, and to terrestrial
species. Construction activities in the Canal, and in close proximity to the Venice Canal system,
including the replacement/reconstruction of the boat launch, export 9,100 cubic yards of building
material and soil and construction of 104,140-square feet of new uses will likely trigger the need
for federal permits under Sections 401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act and from the Army Corps
of Engineers under Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code, as there is the potential
for hydrological interruption and new fill material to be introduced into the Canal in the project
vicinity. This could affect not only the Canal system, but downstream Ballona Lagoon, affecting
wetlands resources. In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the proposed project
will significantly impact wetlands resources.
d) Would the Project interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory
fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?

As previously noted, “there are six species of fish were present in the canal system:
topsmelt, California killifish, arrow goby, bay pipefish, longjaw mudsucker and diamond turbot.
A great array of bird species has been identified in the immediate vicinity of the canal system.
Most of these species are observed in the southern portion of Ballona Lagoon. The majority of
the bird utilization of the Venice Canals is by domestic birds such as ducks and geese. Yet,
occasionally individual California Least Terns are observed in the canal area.” The proposed
project includes the removal and replacement of the existing boat launch area. Replacement
activities may alter the movement of species using the canal. In addition, the proposed project
would replace open space and introduce a large multi-use project on parcels currently zoned for
open space specifically to protect biological resources in the Canal system, with a project that
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exceeds allowable heights within the LUP area.16 Project design may thus also interfere with the
movement of native resident or migratory species. It may also serve to reduce the extent of the
Grand Canal’s function as a wildlife corridor. In the absence of substantial evidence to the
contrary, the proposed project will significantly impact an important wildlife corridor and
wildlife movement.
f) Would the Project conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation
plan?

The Grand Canal which bisects project site is part of the Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Areas designated in the LUP.17 The proposed project is within the North Venice /
Venice Canal subarea. The LUP is intended to implement the provisions and policies of the
California Coastal Act at the local level. The proposed project is in conflict with a number of the
policies in the LUP aimed at protecting biological resources. Specifically, the project conflicts
with the following provisions of the LUP:
Policy I. D. 1. Canals and Ballona Lagoon Waterways. The Venice
estuaries and wetlands including the Ballona Lagoon, Venice Canals, and
Grand Canal south of Washington Boulevard, are designated in the Land
Use Plan as natural and coastal recreational resources, and are rezoned to
the “Open Space” designation. Adjacent Use/Development: The only
permitted development adjacent to the canals and lagoon shall be habitat
restoration, single-family dwellings, public parks and walkways,
subterranean or surface public parking lots, maintenance activities and
emergency repairs. Surface public parking lots shall be permitted only
where sufficient access and roadway capacity exists to accommodate such
parking. New construction along the Canals, and Ballona Lagoon shall
comply with standards for setbacks, noise barriers, landscape plan,
pervious surfacing with drainage control measures to filter storm run-off
and direct it away from environmentally sensitive habitat areas, buffer
areas in permanent open space, land dedication for erosion control, and
wetland restoration including off-site drainage improvements. For more
details refer to the provisions contained in Policy Group I.A., Residential
Land Use and Development Standards, and Policies IV.C.1 and IV.C.2,
Stormwater Runoff and Circulation.
The proposed project is contrary to this policy as it seeks to change the project site’s LUP
land use designation from Open Space to Neighborhood Commercial and would introduce a mix
of uses adjacent to the Grand Canal including a 140-unit multi-family residential component,
retail/restaurant, office, additional parking and community arts center/art studio uses, replacing
the allowable surface parking. This is contrary to the limited uses the LUP intended for such an
area in order to protect environmentally sensitive habitat areas and maintain appropriate
drainage.

16
17

See LUP Exhibit 10b, and Exhibits 13 to 16.
See LUP Exhibit 22b.
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Policy I. E. 2. Scale. New development within the Venice Coastal Zone
shall respect the scale and character of community development. Buildings
which are of a scale compatible with the community (with respect to bulk,
height, buffer and setback) shall be encouraged. All new development and
renovations should respect the scale, massing, and landscape of existing
residential neighborhoods. Lot consolidations shall be restricted to protect
the scale of existing neighborhoods. Roof access structures shall be
limited to the minimum size necessary to reduce visual impacts while
providing access for fire safety. In visually sensitive areas, roof access
structures shall be set back from public recreation areas, public walkways,
and all water areas so that the roof access structure does not result in a
visible increase in bulk or height of the roof line as seen from a public
recreation area, public walkway, or water area. No roof access structure
shall exceed the height limit by more than ten (10’) feet. Roof deck
enclosures (e.g. railings and parapet walls) shall not exceed the height
limit by more than 42 inches and shall be constructed of railings or
transparent materials. Notwithstanding other policies of this LUP,
chimneys, exhaust ducts, ventilation shafts and other similar devices
essential for building function may exceed the specified height limit in a
residential zone by five feet.
The proposed project is contrary to LUP policies limiting lot consolidation as it involves
the merger and re-subdivision of 40 existing lots into two master ground lots and seven airspace
lots, in violation of this LUP policy. It is also contrary to the height and scale limitations in the
LUP which are aimed at protecting visual and biological resources. The scale and mass of the
proposed project are contrary to protective policies in the LUP.
Policy IV. A. 2. Permitted Uses. Uses permitted in or adjacent to the
canals shall be implemented in a manner to protect the biological
productivity of marine resources and maintain healthy populations of
marine organisms. Such uses as open space, habitat management,
controlled nature study and interpretation, and passive public recreation
use of walkways for birdwatching, photography, and strolling shall be
encouraged and promoted.
The proposed project contains uses other than those encouraged and permitted in
area adjacent to the Canal system in the LUP.
Policy IV. A. 3. Venice Canals Landscape Buffer. To protect the marine
habitat, a one and one-half to two-foot-wide safety landscape buffer strip
shall continue to be provided and maintained between the canal banks and
sidewalks. Landscaping in the buffer strip shall consist of native coastal
strand marshland or wetland vegetation as specified in the Venice Canals
Rehabilitation Plan approved by Coastal Commission Coastal
Development Permit 5-91-584.
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The Plan set provided by the applicant to the public, including the Landscape
Plan18 does not provide sufficient detail to demonstrate compliance with this policy.
Photo renderings of the project do not appear to show the required landscape buffer strip
and no information is provided regarding the plant pallet (see Figure 26).
Policy IV. A. 4. Venice Canals Setback and Yard Area. In order to
provide a setback for access, to protect visual quality and the biological
productivity of the canals, and to limit water runoff, a setback with an
average depth of 15 feet (and a minimum depth at any point of 10 feet)
shall be provided and maintained in the front yard areas of private
residences (adjacent to the canal property line). This setback shall provide
a permeable yard with an area at least 15 feet times the width of the lot
line at the canal side. (See also Policy I.A.4a for details).
The project’s failure to comply with existing zoning and introduction of uses other than
those anticipated in the LUP in proximity to the Canals, and lack of information on the project
plans regarding the permeability of landscape and paving materials proposed for use along the
canal makes it difficult to determine whether the project complies with the spirit of the setback
and yard requirements. However, the project clearly does not comply with the letter of this
policy and policies for uses in proximity to the Canal system contained in the LUP.
Policy IV.D.1 Venice Canals Habitat. The Venice Canals have been
identified by the Least Tern Recovery Team as a foraging habitat for the
Least Tern. Development within or adjacent to the canals that might affect
this foraging habitat shall not be permitted.
Implementation Strategies
The California Department of Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service shall make the final determination as to whether or not
there is an adverse impact to the habitat in accordance with the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act of 1976.
The City shall seek funding from various sources to implement the
Ballona Lagoon Enhancement plan proposals which would enhance
foraging habitat values.
The LUP contains appropriate development and activity regulations (e.g.
setback requirements, restrictions on boating, etc.) for those areas adjacent
to the Least Tern critical habitat.
The project applicants have not demonstrated that they have obtained a determination by
the California Department of Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that the
18

Plan Sheets L1.10 and L1.11. Detailed project information is available at: https://www.vchcorp.org/newdevelopments/reese-davidson-community-2/
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project will not have an adverse impact to the habitat in accordance with the Endangered Species
Act of 1973 and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1976. In the absence of such a
determination, substantial evidence supports the conclusion that the project will have a
significant impact to the habitat of an endangered species. In addition, in the absence of
substantial evidence and a finding by the Coastal Commission to the contrary, the proposed
project conflicts with an adopted conservation plan. This is a significant project impact.
CULTURAL RESOURCES
Page B-13 to B-14 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential cultural resource impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project:
a) Would the Project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in State CEQA Guidelines §15064.5?

The portions of the project site are within the boundaries of the Venice Canal Historic
District19 which is listed in the National Register of Historic Place, as shown on Figure 5. The
Venice Short Line Bridge is included as a resource within the Historic District.

19

National Register Reference Number 82002193, listed 8/30/1982. Nomination form available at:
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/123859591
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Source: National Register Nomination Form
FIGURE 5 – BOUNDRIES OF THE VENICE CANAL HISTORIC DISTRICT

In addition, the Pacific Electric Venice Short Line Bridge and Grand Canal in the project
area has also been found to be an historical resource by the City.20 The City found these
resources “significant for physical design or construction including architecture, landscape
architecture, engineering and artwork.” The City assigned these resources the following
California Historic Resources Status Codes: 5S3 - appears to be individually eligible for local
listing or designation through SurveyLA or other survey evaluation; 3CS – appears eligible for
California Register as an individual property through SurveyLA or other survey evaluation; and,
20

See Historic Places LA listing at: http://www.historicplacesla.org/reports/096c1dae-bed3-41d8-ac4bffd71775f582
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3S - appears eligible for National Register as an individually property through SurveyLA or
other survey evaluation. The City thus issued the following statement of significance:
"Excellent and rare remaining example of infrastructure associated with
the Venice Short Line in Venice and the original Venice canal system
established by Venice founder Abbott Kinney. This Pacific Electric
streetcar bridge over the Grand Canal brought the P.E. ""red cars"" to
Venice in 1904, linking the new town to the larger Los Angeles region.
The bridge spans the Grand Canal, which linked Kinney's original canal
system (no longer extant) with a second canal system to the south. Today,
the bridge and remnant portion of the Grand Canal is situated in the
middle of a surface parking lot."
SurveyLA includes the photos of the Short Line Bridge as part of the documentation of
this resource, reproduced herein as Figure 6:

Source: Historic Resources Group/Historic Places LA
FIGURE 6 - PACIFIC ELECTRIC VENICE SHORT LINE BRIDGE AND GRAND CANAL
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The proposed project would result in alteration of both the Grand Canal segment
bisecting the project site, and the Venice Short Line Bridge21 and would alter the setting of the
bridge, converting it to a pedestrian bridge connecting the two parts of a large scale project, and
eliminating any sense of the bridge as a former Short Line rail bridge. As noted on page A-12 of
the Initial Study for the proposed project:
. . . the existing pipe railings would be replaced, and the existing boat
launch would be altered to be level with the sidewalk. The Project would
also involve the removal of the approach slabs to the Short Line Bridge;
however, the existing wing walls would remain. The existing vehicular
bridge would be maintained and converted to a pedestrian bridge that
would overlook the Grand Canal and connect the east and west portions of
the Project Site. The converted pedestrian bridge would no longer be used
for vehicular circulation.
Modification of these resources would also be contrary to preservation policies contained
in the LUP, such as LUP:
Policy I. F. 3. Venice Canals. The historic integrity of the Venice Canals
shall be preserved. The canals are deemed to be significant as an early
example of community recreational planning in a coastal marshlands area.
Included in the historic district are the six canals, their associated
sidewalks and a number of pedestrian and vehicular bridges. The Venice
Canals are listed on the National Register of Historic Places as an historic
district (August 30, 1982). Additionally, the City of Los Angeles Cultural
Heritage Commission declared the Venice Canal System a Los Angeles
City Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM No. 270, August 2, 1983).
In the absence of an Historical Resources Impact Assessment to the contrary, prepared by
a researcher meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Standards, and a more detailed
description of the modifications to these resources, existing evidence indicates that these
modifications have the potential to result in significant impacts to both the historic district and to
individual historic resources.
b) Would the Project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines §15064.5?

Venice LUP Policy I.F.6 requires a preliminary cultural resources records search prior to
the issuance of any development permit within the Venice portion of the coastal zone, as follows:
Policy I. F. 6. Archaeological Resources. Significant archaeological
resources shall be protected from permanent loss. A preliminary cultural
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See: FIGURE 3 – Location Of Boat Launch And Bridge Modifications
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resources record search to determine the existence of significant
archeological sites shall be required for developments which require more
than minimal grading. Mitigation plans for the protection of such
resources shall be required. If, during construction, any archaeological
resources are discovered, work shall be stopped to prevent further
disturbance of the resources, and the proper authorities shall be
immediately notified.
Implementation Strategy
Prior to the issuance of coastal development permits, grading, demolition, or
building permits, applicants of all projects located in the Venice Coastal Zone
which propose to grade more than one cubic yard of material shall submit a
preliminary cultural resources record search from the South Central Coast
Archeological Information Center. If this search reveals that cultural resources
may be located on the site, the applicant shall file an Environmental Assessment
Form (EAF) with the Planning Department and be subject to the applicable
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act
In the absence of such a records search or substantial evidence to the contrary, the LUP
policies support the conclusion that the project will result in significant archeological resource
impacts.
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Page B-15 to B-19 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential geology and soils impacts of the proposed project:
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project:
a) Would the Project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
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liquefaction, caused in whole or in part by the project’s exacerbation of the existing environmental
conditions?

As shown in Figure 7, the California Geological Survey mapping shows that the project
site is located within an area subject to liquefaction and is located in a liquefaction zone subject
to required investigation.22

Source: California Geological Survey
FIGURE 7 – PROJECT SITE’S LOCATION IN A LIQUEFACTION ZONE

The project would exacerbate existing risk by introducing residential uses on parcels
within the liquefaction zone. Despite flood risk (see discussion under hydrology), and proximity
to a water body (Pacific Ocean and Venice Canal system), the project would result in excavation
of up to 10 feet below grade23 and would locate building structures 8 feet 2 inches below existing
ground level, as shown on the East Section diagram from the project plans (see Figure 8).24 This
would introduce uses in closer proximity to the water table. Proposed structures would be in
excess of height limits for the area. The project site is located in Height District 1XL which
specifies a building height limit of 30 feet. The proposed parking structures and other project
buildings would reach a maximum height of 35 feet. A 59-foot architectural campanile is also
proposed. The extra height is likely to result in increased building contact pressure, which is a
factor in liquefaction-induced building settlement.25 The combination of excess height and
22

https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/EQZApp/app/
Initial Study, page A-18.
24
Plan Sheet A3.21, dated 01/07/20. Detailed project information including the current project plans is available at:
https://www.vchcorp.org/new-developments/reese-davidson-community-2/
25
According to “Key Trends in Liquefaction-Induced Building Settlement, Journal of Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Engineering, November 2018 by Jorge Macedo, SM.ASCE and Jonathan D. Bray, F.ASCE:
“Building contact pressure is an important structural factor to consider when evaluating liquefaction-induced
building settlement. However, there is a point wherein the magnitude of liquefaction- induced settlement does not
continue to increase for increasing values of the applied building pressure. This result, which has also been observed
23
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excavation would likely increase liquefaction risk at the site.

Source: Plan Sheet A3.21, 01/07/20, Eric Own Moss Architects
FIGURE 8 - EAST SECTION PROJECT PLANS SHOWING PARKING DECK AT -8’2” BELOW
EXISTING GRADE

The project site is not physically suitable for the proposed use as it contains physical
hazards which render residential uses inappropriate. These include location within a liquefaction
zone. The project, with its failure to comply with existing zoning and location in an area which
is inappropriate for its mass and scale, will exacerbate existing risk. In the absence of substantial
evidence to the contrary, the proposed project will result in a significant liquefaction risk impact.
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Page B-19 to B-20 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential greenhouse gas emissions impacts of the proposed project:

in centrifuge experiments, is likely due the higher confinement of a heavy building. The width of the building is also
an important structural parameter. Building height is a potentially important parameter but its effect on settlement
for the cases studied is correlated with building contact pressure, which captures the key aspects of the building
performance better. A low post- liquefaction bearing capacity factor of safety indicates when large building
settlements are possible.”
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/327394855_Key_Trends_in_Liquefaction-Induced_Building_Settlement
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project:
The Initial Study for the project acknowledges the project’s potential to result in
significant Greenhouse Gas impacts. SWAPE has prepared a screening-level Greenhouse Gas
Analysis which is included in Attachment A. According to that analysis applicable thresholds
and site-specific modeling demonstrate that the proposed Project would result in a significant
GHG impact not previously addressed or identified. When dividing the Project’s GHG
emissions (amortized construction + operational) by a service population value of 364 people,
SWAPE found that the Project would emit approximately 7.2 MT CO2e per service population
per year (“MT CO2e/SP/year”).26 As demonstrated in SWAPE’s report included in Attachment
A, the service population efficiency value of 7.2 MT CO2e/SP/year exceeds the SCAQMD 2035
efficiency target of 3.0 MT CO2e/SP/year,27 thus resulting in a significant GHG impact not
previously identified or addressed. In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the
proposed project will result in a significant greenhouse gas emissions impact.
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Page B-20 to B-24 of the Initial Study for the project identified the following potential
hazards and hazardous materials impacts of the proposed project:

26

Calculated: (2,619.84 MT CO2e/year) / (364 service population) = (7.20 MT CO2e/SP/year).
“Minutes for the GHG CEQA Significance Threshold Stakeholder Working Group #15.” SCAQMD, September
2010, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/ceqa/handbook/greenhouse-gases-(ghg)-ceqasignificance-thresholds/year-2008-2009/ghg-meeting-15/ghg-meeting-15-minutes.pdf, p. 2.
27
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project:
b) Would the Project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?

A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) has not been prepared for the
Project site. The preparation of a Phase I ESA is a common practice in CEQA and real estate to
identify hazardous materials issues that may pose a risk to the public, workers, or the
environment, and which may require further investigation through the conduct of a Phase II
ESA. As noted by SWAPE in their report included as Attachment A, the “preparation of a
Phase I ESA for the Project site is especially important because historic aerial photography and
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps show the Project site to be along the alignment of the Pacific
Electric Railway.” Railways can be found to be a Recognized Environmental Condition (RECs)
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because of the use and release of oils, lubricants, fuel and solvents used as degreasers. These
compounds can be long lasting in the subsurface and may pose risks to workers during earth
moving activities during Project construction. Railroad-related compounds may also pose risks
to future residents living atop any unmitigated contamination which may move from a vapor
phase in soils below into indoor air.” In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the
proposed project will result in significant impacts associated with contaminated soil on the
project site.
As noted on page B-22 of the Initial Study for the proposed Project, “the Project Site is
located within a designated Methane Zone as mapped by the City.” The Zimas listing for each
project parcel indicates their location in a Methane Zone as does the City’s Methane Zone Map,
as shown in Figure 9.28 It is therefore odd that the Planning Department Staff Report for the
Vesting Tentative Tract (VTT) approval for the project states that: “the Project Site is not located
within a Methane Zone and would not be subject to the requirements of the City Methane
Requirements.” 29 The Staff Report and the proposed findings for the VTT approval are
therefore inaccurate.

FIGURE 9 - PROJECT’S LOCATION IN THE METHANE ZONE

City Ordinance 175,790,30 in part, requires a project in the methane zone or methane
buffer zone to engage in both site testing and installation of a methane mitigation system:

28

https://www.geoforward.com/wp-content/uploads/Methane-Zone-Map-Los-Angeles-by-Geo-Forward-Inc.-1.pdf
See for example, pages 22 and 24. Staff Report Available at: https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/e652f5369194-40a4-9994-90b9f5d45d92/VTT-82288.pdf
30
https://ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/methane-code---ordinance-no175790.pdf?sfvrsn=d8eeb53_10
29
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91.7104.1. Site Testing. Site testing of subsurface geological formations
shall be conducted in accordance with the Methane Mitigation Standards.
The site testing shall be conducted under the supervision of a licensed
Architect or registered Engineer or Geologist and shall be performed by a
testing agency approved by the Department.
The licensed Architect, registered Engineer or Geologist shall indicate in a
report to the Department, the testing procedure, the testing instruments
used to measure the concentration and pressure of the methane gas. The
measurements of the concentration and pressure of the methane gas shall
be used to determine the Design Methane Concentration and the Design
Methane Pressure. The Design Methane Concentration and the Design
Methane Pressure shall determine the Site Design Level of Table 71.
EXCEPTION: Site testing is not required for buildings designed to the
requirements of Site Design Level V as described in Table 71, or for
buildings designed using the exceptions set forth in Sections 91.7104.3.2
or 91.7104.3.3.
91.7104.2. Methane Mitigation Systems. All buildings located in the
Methane Zone and Methane Buffer Zone shall provide a methane
mitigation system as required by Table 71 based on the appropriate Site
Design Level. The Superintendent of Building may approve an equivalent
methane mitigation system designed by an Architect, Engineer or
Geologist.
Table 71 prescribes the minimum methane mitigation systems, such as, the
passive, active and miscellaneous systems, depending on the concentration
and pressure of the methane present at the site. Each component of the
passive, active and miscellaneous systems shall be constructed of an
approved material and shall be installed in accordance with the Methane
Mitigation Standards.
Public records obtained in response to records requests for this project did not include
information on methane site testing and mitigation recommendations. Given that the Staff
Report for the VTT mistakenly states that the project site is not within the Methane Zone, and
there is no evidence of requirements for a methane mitigation system in the Conditions of
Approval, the project is likely to expose project residents and visitors to a significant release of
hazardous materials.
g) Would the Project impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?

As noted on page B-23 of the Initial Study for the project: “According to the Safety
Element of the City of Los Angeles General Plan, the nearest disaster route to the Project Site is
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Pacific Avenue, which is directly adjacent to the project site.31 Construction and operation of the
Project would generate vehicular traffic that would utilize this street.
The proposed project is located in a tsunami hazards zone. In Venice, the tsunami
evacuation routes follow major east-west thoroughfares. These include Rose Avenue, Brooks
Avenue, Venice Boulevard and Washington Boulevard. Abbot Kinney and Ocean Avenue are
also part of the evacuation route, despite running parallel to the coast.32 Access/egress from the
proposed project is via Venice Boulevard. The project site is located between North Venice
Boulevard and South Venice Boulevard. “North Venice Boulevard is a westbound one-way
street and South Venice is an eastbound one-way street. All four of the driveways are two-way
traffic, providing ingress/egress access. Two driveways will serve the west parcel and the other
two driveways will serve the east parcel. All the four driveways will have left-turn in and leftturn out only on North Venice Boulevard, and left-turn in and left-turn out only on South Venice
Boulevard as well.”33 This means that in the event of a tsunami evacuation order, drivers exiting
the project’s two parking structures would turn left out of the parking structure onto South
Venice Boulevard from unsignalized driveways and attempt to merge with eastbound South
Venice Boulevard traffic leaving the beach area. The project is located less than 0.25 miles
from the Pacific Ocean, a major recreational resource and beach parking area. There are
approximately 355 parking spaces at the public beach parking lot, on Venice Beach, located one
block away from the proposed development at the official entrance to Venice Beach and the
Venice Beach Boardwalk. As shown Figure 10, the entrance to this lot dead-ends off Venice
Blvd. North. The only exit out of this lot is via one-way Venice Blvd. South.

31

Los Angeles General Plan Safety Element, November 1996, Exhibit H, Critical Facilities and Lifeline Systems, p.
61. https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/31b07c9a-7eea-4694-9899-f00265b2dc0d/Safety_Element.pdf
32
As described in: https://yovenice.com/2018/04/18/preparing-for-tsunami/
For a map of tsunami evacuation routes see: https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1X0mvv2pNLfWy_PYSqogjGOMt9s&hl=en&ie=UTF8&msa=0&ll=33.98550207335685%2C118.45639219055175&spn=0.064053%2C0.102825&z=13&source=embed
33
Page 21, Traffic Impact Study Reese Davidson Community Project, November 13, 2019 available at:
https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RDC-Traffic-Study-Findings.pdf
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FIGURE 10 – LOCATION OF PROPOSED PROJECT IN RELATION TO EVACUATION ROUTE
[Outlined beach parking lot with 355 parking spaces in red. Marked Tsunami route leads away from the beach on
Venice Blvd. South past the proposed Reese Davidson Community (marked in blue)]

In the event of a tsunami, earthquake or other natural disaster calling for immediate
evacuation, all 355 vehicles from the beach parking lot will be forced to use Venice Blvd. South.
In addition, every vehicle in the development, 360 in total, would need to turn left to exit the
parking structures onto Venice Blvd. South, to head inland as directed by multiple Tsunami
Escape Route signs placed along the beach and the street declaring this as the dedicated
“evacuation route”. (See Figure 11). Project site traffic would be required to make left turns out
of the project’s two parking structures, and try to merge with traffic from beach areas, as they try
to exit onto Venice Blvd. South. Vehicles within the “Texas Donut Style” parking structure of
the new development would likely be unable to easily and safely exit onto the crowded escape
route.
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Warning on beach of Tsunami Hazard Zone

Sign on Venice Blvd. South- the proposed project
is on the left, just past Pacific

FIGURE 11: EVACUTION ROUTE AND HAZARD SIGNS IN PROJECT VICINITY

The additional traffic from the proposed development in combination with anticipated
beach traffic and background traffic, and the one-way street configuration, would result in a
significant cumulative impact which would impair implementation of the emergency evacuation
plan in this location. In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the proposed project
would result in a significant impact to implementation of an adopted emergency response plan.
The project site is not physically suitable for the proposed use as it contains physical
hazards which render residential uses inappropriate. These include location within a tsunami
inundation zone and left turn only project site access/egress necessitated by the one-way street
system adjacent to the site.34
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Page B-24 to B-27of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential hydrology and water quality impacts of the proposed project:

34

Zimas.
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project.
f) Would the Project otherwise substantially degrade water quality?

The proposed project would introduce supportive housing, retail/restaurant and
community use in close proximity to a segment of the Venice Grand Canal. The Venice Canals
are part of the Ballona Lagoon sea water system and are connected with Ballona Lagoon via the
Grand Canal. Ballona Creek currently has a bacteria TMDL rating of “improvement needed”35
35https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/about_us/performance_report_1516/plan_assess/docs/fy1314/11112_r4_ballonac

reek_bacteria.pdf
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due to elevated densities of fecal-indicating bacteria. While trash conditions in the Ballona Creek
watershed are improving, reported trash reduction still is below required trash reduction levels.36
As shown in Figure 12, uses would be located in close proximity to the Grand Canal,
with little separation between visitors, residents and the Canal. Railings currently provide some
restriction on proximity to the Canal, as shown in Figure 4 (Boat Launch Ramp). The project
design would remove those railings and provide no barriers between users and the Grand Canal.

Source: VHCorp.org37
FIGURE 12 – ARTIST RENDERING PROPOSED PROJECT

Both the project design and the nature of project residents increases the likelihood of
additional pollutants being introduced into the canal system.38 It is estimated that 27% of the
homeless in 2020 had a substance use disorder and 25.1% had a serious mental illness. In total
41 percent of the homeless population had a substance use disorder and/or a serious mental
illness.39 Project users are thus less likely to be careful about introducing trash and other
pollutants into the waterway. To the degree that residents formerly lived in homeless
encampments, some of the behaviors which have been shown to result in environmental harm
and impacts to water quality may persist.40 In the absence of substantial evidence to the
contrary, the proposed project will significantly impact on water quality.
36

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/about_us/performance_report_1516/plan_assess/docs/fy1415/r4_ballona_creek_
watershed_trash.pdf
37
https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/RDC-Renderings.8.2020.pdf
38
In addition, it is possible that the presence of supportive services may attract additional homeless to the project
area. Quality research on the impact of permanent supportive housing on the density of homeless in areas where
PSH is available, is not readily available, although some research does indicate a tendency for homeless to cluster
and form encampments or hot zones.
39
Page 19 - https://www.lahsa.org/documents?id=4558-2020-greater-los-angeles-homeless-count-presentation.pdf
40
See: Courtenay White, Environmental Impacts of Homeless Encampments in the Guadalupe River Riparian Zone,
School of Environment and Sustainability, Royal Roads University (Jan. 9, 2014). Available at:
http://www.sawpa.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/SAWPAComm_Handouts_051518.pdf
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g) Would the Project place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map?
and,
i) Would the Project expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?

The proposed project is located within the tidally influenced Venice canal system, which
is mechanically controlled via a tide gate system, which is hydrologically connected to Ballona
Lagoon by the Grand Canal. As a result, there is a risk of flooding at the project site due to: (1)
potential failure of the tidal gate system; (2) storm events; and, (3) anticipated sea level rise
(SLR) as a result of changing weather conditions over the life of the project.
Floor Risk Due to Potential Failure of the Tidal Gate System – The project site is
located at the northern end of the Venice Canal system. As explained in the City’s Venice Sea
Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment prepared by Moffat & Nichol (May 2018) included as
Attachment B:
The Venice Canals District and nearby low-lying areas are protected from
tidal flooding through a dual tide gate system. The first line of defense is
the Marina del Rey tide gate (Figure 3.5), which is located on the northern
Marina del Rey jetty and directly connects the Ballona Lagoon to the
Pacific Ocean. The second tide gate is located at Washington Boulevard
and directly connects the Venice Canals to the Grand Canal, which opens
to Ballona Lagoon. Both tide gates are owned by the City of Los Angeles
and serve to mute the lower and upper limits of the ocean tidal range. This
reduction in tide range allows for increased stormwater drainage capacity
and prevents flooding that would otherwise occur during astronomical
high tides.
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Figure 3.5: Plan View of Tide Gate System41

The two tide gates operate on separate schedules. The Marina del Rey tide
gate has two modes: dry mode and wet mode. These modes are based on
seasonal precipitation according to a 2007 report by Phillip Williams and
Associates (PWA). During a dry mode, the Marina del Rey gate is closed
when the following conditions are met:
•
•

Marina water level exceeds 2.25 feet mean sea level (MSL)
Marina water level is more than 0.25 feet higher than Ballona
Lagoon water level

During a wet mode, the Marina del Rey tide gate reduces the upper tide
range by closing when the following conditions are met:
§
§

Marina water level exceeds 0.0 feet MSL
Marina water level is more than 0.25 feet higher than Ballona
Lagoon water level

The Washington Boulevard tide gate is opened during a low tide for 2-6
hours approximately twice a week (PWA, 2007).
Neither tide gate is certified by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) as a flood control infrastructure, impacting the 2017
Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map (PFIRM) analysis, and resulting
base flood elevation (BFE) for the low-lying areas. As important flood
prevention infrastructure for the coastal zone area, any failure in the
operation of both tide gates can result in flooding.
The barriers that allow the tide gates to close the Ballona Lagoon and
Canals from the ocean are also important when considering SLR. The
existing grade above the MR tide gate has a relatively high crest elevation
of approximately 16 feet (NAVD88) (see Figure 3.6) and is sheltered from
direct ocean waves due to the Marina del Rey breakwater. Note, this crest
elevation provides roughly 8 feet of freeboard above the current 100-year
BFE. Washington Boulevard, which separates Ballona Lagoon from the
canals, has a relatively lower elevation of 6.9 feet (NAVD88).

41

Venice Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment
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As partially documented in Attachment C, there has been a history of leak issues
with the canal in the vicinity of the Washington Boulevard gate and the nature and cause
of the leak has yet to be definitively diagnosed. Since the tide gates limit the potential for
flooding and regulate tidal flushing (with seawater) in the Ballona Lagoon, Grand Canal,
and Venice Canals, any failure of the systems would affect flood risk in the communities
within the Venice Canals area which are low-lying and flood prone under existing
conditions. A failure of the operation of either tide gates or a problem with the canal
structure could expose project residents to flooding hazards.
Existing Flood Risk From Storm Events - The Our Coast Our Future (OCOF)
model which, like the City’s Venice Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment, uses
Coastal Storm Modeling System data, shows that the project site is one of approximately
4,000 parcels, including the surrounding walk streets and canal bridges, which are
anticipated to flood particularly from exceedances of stormwater. As shown in Figure
13, even without a rise in sea level, the project site is subject to flooding during an annual
storm event. Figure 14 shows the potential for flooding during a 100-year storm event
under existing sea level conditions. It should be noted that the lease for the project is
proposed to run for 99 years.
42
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See: https://data.pointblue.org/apps/ocof/cms/index.php?page=flood-map
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FIGURE 13 – POTENTIAL FOR FLOODING WITH AN ANNUAL STORM EVENT UNDER
EXISTING CONDITIONS

Source: OCOF
FIGURE 14 – POTENTIAL FOR FLOODING WITH AN 100-YEAR STORM EVENT UNDER
EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Flooding Anticipated Sea Level Rise (SLR) As A Result Of Changing Weather
Conditions Over The Life Of The Project - According to the Venice Sea Level Rise
Vulnerability Assessment, sea level is anticipated to rise over time. Table 4.1 from the study,
reproduced below shows the timeframe for the anticipated rise, with levels increasing by 1.6 feet
or 50 centimeters in the year 2040 to 2080 timeframe. Figure 15 shows anticipated flooding on
the project site during a typical annual storm event, with a 50 cm sea level rise (SLR). Figure 16
shows anticipated flooding on the project site during a 100-year storm event, with a 50 cm sea
level rise (SLR).
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FIGURE 15 – POTENTIAL FOR FLOODING WITH AN ANNUAL STORM EVENT AND 50 CM
RISE IN SEA LEVEL

Source: OCOF
FIGURE 16 – POTENTIAL FOR FLOODING WITH AN 100-YEAR STORM EVENT AND 50 CM
RISE IN SEA LEVEL
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Finally, Figure 17 shows the flooding that would occur on the project site with a 100 cm
rise in sea level (year 2060 – 2100) given a typical annual storm event.

FIGURE 17 – POTENTIAL FOR FLOODING WITH AN ANNUAL STORM EVENT AND 100 CM
RISE IN SEA LEVEL

The project site is thus susceptible to flooding as a result of storm events and sea
level rise. Based on the project elevations, it does not appear that flood risk has been
accounted for in project design and that the project is inconsistent with applicable floodrelated policies in the LUP. The LUP includes the following policies related to flood
hazards in the vicinity of the Grand Canal:
Policy IV. G. 1. Flood Setback. Potential flood hazard to residents
along the west bank of the Ballona Lagoon and the east bank of the
Grand Canal shall be alleviated by increasing the development
setback in the Silver Strand area and along the banks of the Grand
Canal and Ballona Lagoon (see Policies I.A.4 and 7), and by
controlling erosion along the banks by the use of native flora.
Implementation Strategies
Regulations regarding the use of native flora, setbacks, and higher
floor and driveway elevations to mitigate potential for erosion and
flooding, and to provide for habitat protection, shall be consistent
with the Venice Canals Rehabilitation Plan approved by Coastal
Commission Coastal Development Permit 5-91-584, and the
Ballona Lagoon Enhancement Plan approved by Coastal
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Commission Coastal Development Permit 5-95-152 and
amendments.
Policy IV. G. 2. Hazard Mitigation for New Construction. Special
development standards shall be developed for those areas within
the Venice Coastal Zone which present potential flood and
liquefaction hazards.
In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the proposed project will
significant flood hazard impacts to project residents and visitors.
j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

As shown on Figure 18, according to the State of California, the project site located less
than 0.25 miles from the Pacific Ocean and is within a mapped tsunami inundation area. The
project site is thus within an officially mapped hazards zone.

FIGURE 18 – PROJECT’S LOCATION IN AN TSUNAMI INNUDATION AREA
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The project site is not physically suitable for the proposed use as it contains physical
hazards which render residential uses inappropriate. This includes location on a site that would
be subject to flood risk due to sea level rise.43
LAND USE AND PLANNING
Page B-28 to B-29 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following land
use impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project.
b) Would the Project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

The proposed project is not consistent with the existing zoning, the existing General Plan
designation for the site, the existing Venice Community Plan, the existing Venice Coastal Zone
Specific Plan or the existing Certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP). The
proposed project is thus inconstant with three plans and their associated policies aimed at
avoiding or mitigating anticipated environmental effects in the plan area. This would be a
significant land use impact of the proposed project.

43

Pacific Institute: https://pacinst.org/reports/sea_level_rise/hazmaps/Venice.pdf See also Venice Sea Level Rise
Vulnerability Assessment by Moffat & Nicol (May 2018): https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/83cf6597-25f14fd7-8124-dcd015000d82/venice_coastal_zone_slr_vulnerability_assessment_-_nov._2018_copy.pdf
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c) Would the Project conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
As previously detailed under Biological Resources, the proposed project is inconsistent with
policies contained in the LUP to protect the designated Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area in which
the project site is located. This is a significant land use impact of the proposed project.

NOISE
Page B-30 to B-32 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential noise impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage.
PUBLIC SERCIES
Page B-35 to B-37 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential public services impacts of the proposed project:
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage.
RECREATION
Page B-37 to B-38 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential recreation impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage.
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TRANSPORTATION / TRAFFIC
Page B-38 to B-40 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential transportation and traffic impacts of the proposed project:

In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project.
d) Would the Project substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

The project site is located between North Venice Boulevard and South Venice Boulevard.
“North Venice Boulevard is a westbound one-way street and South Venice is an eastbound oneway street. All four of the driveways are proposed to have two-way traffic providing
ingress/egress access. Two driveways will serve the west parcel and the other two driveways will
serve the east parcel. All the four driveways will have left-turn in and left-turn out only on North
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Venice Boulevard, and left-turn in and left-turn out only on South Venice Boulevard as well.”44
The West Garage would contain 108 parking spaces and the east garage would contain 252
parking spaces for a total of 360 parking spaces. The Traffic Impact Study for the project
anticipates a total of 878 daily weekday trips and 960 weekend trips after accounting for internal
trip capture, without accounting for public parking spaces, as shown in Table 9, reproduced from
the Traffic Impact Study:

The Traffic Study does not calculate the number of daily trips resulting from these
additional public parking spaces.45 The total number of trips into and out of the parking
structures would be higher once public parking use of properly accounted for in the trip counts.
Page 9 of the Traffic Impact Study does indicate that:
Currently, the Project site provides 188 existing public parking spaces,
which will be replaced by the an above-ground parking garage on the East
44
Page 21, Traffic Impact Study Reese Davidson Community Project, November 13, 2019 available at:
https://www.vchcorp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RDC-Traffic-Study-Findings.pdf
45
See pages 19-20, Traffic Impact Study.
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Site of the proposed Project. The Project proposes to provide 105
additional public parking spaces beyond the existing amount. According to
the parking surveys conducted at the existing parking spaces on a typical
weekday, a combined total of 256 trips were generated from 7:00 a.m. to
10:00 a.m. and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. The average hourly trip
generation rate is calculated as follows:
345 trips/6 hours/188 spaces = 0.306 trips/hour/space
On a typical Saturday when the parking demand survey was taken, the
existing parking spaces generated a total of 416 trips from 1:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. The average hourly trip generation rate is calculated as follows:
416 trips/5 hours/188 spaces = 0.443 trips/hour/space
To be conservative, using the Saturday hourly trip generation rate and
assuming 12 hours a day for active parking trips, the 105 additional public
parking spaces will generate the following daily trips:
0.443 trips/hour/space * 12 hours * 105 spaces = 558 trips.
Adding the 558 estimated daily trips on Saturday associated with public parking to the
960 daily trips after accounting for trip credits, yields an estimated 1,518 inbound and outbound
trips into the parking structures on Saturdays. If one divides 1,518 by 12 hours, this provides an
estimate of 126 hourly trips, or 63 inbound and 63 outbound trips per hour associated with
Saturday public parking. This is roughly consistent with Table 9, which indicates that there
would be at least 57 inbound and 54 outbound turning movements into the parking structures
during the weekday peak hour and 67 inbound and 53 outbound movements per hour during the
Saturday mid-day peak hour.46
The Traffic Impact Study did not contain an analysis of potential circulation-related
hazards resulting from project design. As shown in Figure 19, the left-turn in and left-turn out
site access proposed for the project presents vehicular turning movement hazards for cars
ingressing and egressing the two project garages.47
46

It should be noted that the number of parking spaces listed in the Traffic Study is not the same as the number
listed on the plan sheets dated 01/07/20. The project description is not stable when it comes to the description of
parking facilities.
47
Note position of entrance/exit access arms indicating the circulation has been designed for left-turn crossing
movements. See Figure 19. If instead “English” traffic movements, where traffic keeps to the left instead of the
right is intended, then safety hazard issues associated with within-Garage movements needs to be addressed. As
noted in the “Recommended Parking Ramp Design Guidelines” guidance provided to a number of cities by SRF
Consulting Group and Kimley Horn: “Cross-traffic at entry/exits should be minimized and preferably eliminated.
When placing vehicle entries and exits together on one-way streets it is preferable to avoid “English” traffic
conditions where traffic keeps to the left instead of to the right. Pedestrian/vehicular conflicts should be minimized
by providing a pedestrian walkway adjacent to entry/exit lanes. Stair/elevator towers should be located so
pedestrians do not have to cross drive aisles on their way to primary destinations.” The proposed project has not
complied with this safety guidance.
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Source: Plan Sheets A2.10 and A2.20; Google Earth
FIGURE 19 – UNSAFE PROJECT VEHICLE/VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN/VEHICLE MOVEMENT
CONFLICTS

When it comes to the West Garage, this hazard is further compounded by existing and
future queuing at the intersection of Pacific and North Venice Boulevard. The Traffic Impact
Study included a queuing analysis at this intersection, but did not address how the observed and
projected queue would affect operations of the West Garage. As shown on Table 16, which is
excerpted from the Traffic Impact Study, the existing left turn pocket on North Venice
Boulevard at this intersection is 115 feet long. The entrance to the West Garage would be
located less than 70 feet from the intersection, interrupting stacking in the left turn lane. As
shown in Table 16, the westbound left turn movement at the Pacific Avenue and North Venice
Boulevard intersection exceeded the design storage length under existing conditions. The longest
queuing occurred during the weekday PM peak hour. Assuming approximately 25 feet per
vehicle, a maximum queue of 164 feet is anticipated to result in the future with project. Figure
20 shows this queuing distance superimposed on the Google Earth aerial of the western project
site as well as the existing 115-foot-long left turn pocket. A comparison of Figure 19 and
Figure 20, using the blue car on North Venice Boulevard in both figures as a reference point,
shows that westbound left turn queuing on North Venice Boulevard would extend well past the
entrance to the West Garage thereby interfering with ingress and egress to/from the West
Garage, and further exacerbating the likely hazards resulting from the location and design of
West Garage access.48 Figure 20 also shows that the West Garage entrance location would
interfere with the operation of the Pacific Avenue/North Venice Boulevard intersection, by
interrupting left turn movements.

48

Base on Plan Sheet A2.10, the West Garage entrance is located less than 70 feet from the corner of Pacific
Avenue and Venice Boulevard. (Precise measurements were not possible as we were working with a PDF of the
Plan Sheets.)
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Source: Table 16 Traffic Impact Study, Google Earth, Plan Sheet A2.10
FIGURE 20 – PROJECTED WITH-PROJECT QUEING DISTANCE – NORTH VENICE BOULEVARD
WESTBOUND LEFT TURN

In addition, the project parking access poses a hazard for pedestrians. The eastern
parking structure will provide what is essentially 252 beach parking spaces (23 beach impact
spaces, 188 replacement parking spaces, and 41 non-required surplus parking spaces). As shown
in Figure 19, the location of beach parking in the eastern parking structure combined with the
one-way street pattern and the project’s design, as shown in Figure 19, will result in increased
hazards to pedestrians walking (shown in blue on Figure 19) to and from the eastern parking
structure to the beach. Beach visitors parking in the East Garage will have to walk past either the
southern or northern driveway for the West Garage on their way to the beach, resulting in a
pedestrian hazard from left turn movements that is further exacerbated by the mass of the
proposed project. As shown in Figure 21, cars would exit from the darkness of the garage into
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bright sun, making it difficult to detect pedestrians while trying to time a left turn exit to avoid
conflicts with inbound vehicles turning left into the parking structure and cars on the street.

Source: Plan Sheet A3.1
FIGURE 21 – ELEVATIONS FOR EASTERN PORTION OF PROJECT, INCLUDING EAST GARAGE

Similarly, project access and egress left-turn movements would pose a hazard to
bicyclists making use of bike lanes in the project vicinity. According to page 12 of the Traffic
Impact Study, bicycle lanes are provided on both North Venice Boulevard, east of Ocean Avenue
and South Venice Boulevard, east of Pacific Avenue. The Traffic Impact Study did not address
the project’s potential to pose hazards to safe bicycle operations in the project vicinity.
In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, the proposed project will result in
significant impacts to project residents, visitors, pedestrians and bicyclists as a result of a
substantially increase in vehicular hazards due to the design of site access.
TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES
Page B-40 to B-42 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential tribal cultural resource impacts of the proposed project:
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage. We provide the following additional information to further document the
nature of the substantial environmental damage that will result from the project.
The letter submitted by counsel for the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians. outlining the
project's impacts to cultural resources is incorporated herein by reference. As noted by the tribe’s
attorney, the Project is not exempt from CEQA and the City has failed to comply with the
consultation requirements mandated by AB 52. In the absence of substantial evidence to the
contrary, the proposed project will result in significant impacts to tribal cultural resources.
UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Page B-42 to B-48 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
potential utilities and service systems impacts of the proposed project:
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage.
MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Page B-48 to B-50 of the City’s Initial Study for the project identified the following
mandatory findings of significance for the proposed project:
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In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, and documentation that mitigation
measures or conditions of approval will reduce impacts to a level considered to be less than
significant, the administrative record documents that the project will result in substantial
environmental damage.
CONCLUSION REGARDING POTENTIAL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Because an EIR for the project has not been prepared, even though the City has identified
the project’s potential to result in significant environmental impacts, appropriate mitigation
measures to reduce impacts to a level considered less than significant have not been identified.
The project will therefore result in substantial environmental damage.
In addition, as detailed in this section, the project site is not physically suitable for the
proposed use as it contains physical hazards which render residential uses inappropriate. These
include location within: a methane zone49, a liquefaction area, and a tsunami inundation zone.50
The project site is also anticipated to be subject to flood risk due to sea level rise.51 The project
site is also unsuitable due to the hazards presented by left-turn only site access/egress
necessitated by the one-way street system adjacent to the project site.
Finally, as detailed in this section, the screening Health Risk Assessment prepared by
SWAPE indicates that the project will result in an excess cancer risk to adults, children, infants,
and during the 3rd trimester of pregnancy at the MEIR located approximately 100 meters away

49

Zimas and https://www.geoforward.com/wp-content/uploads/Methane-Zone-Map-Los-Angeles-by-Geo-ForwardInc.-1.pdf
See Division 71 of the Los Angeles Building Codes for mitigation and testing requirements for projects in the
methane zone: https://up.codes/viewer/los_angeles/ca-building-code-2016/chapter/new_71/methane-seepageregulations#new_91.7103
or City Ordinance No. 17590: https://ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/methane-code--ordinance-no-175790.pdf?sfvrsn=d8eeb53_10
50
Zimas.
51
Pacific Institute: https://pacinst.org/reports/sea_level_rise/hazmaps/Venice.pdf See also Venice Sea Level Rise
Vulnerability Assessment by Moffat & Nicol (May 2018): https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/83cf6597-25f14fd7-8124-dcd015000d82/venice_coastal_zone_slr_vulnerability_assessment_-_nov._2018_copy.pdf
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THE CITY FAILED TO GIVE CONSTITUTIONALLY REQUIRED HEARING
NOTICE FOR THE ADVISORY AGENCY HEARING BY SENDING NOTICE TO ALL
PERSONS WITH RESERVED MINERAL RIGHTS ON THE PROJECT SITE.
The City is constitutionally required to give notice and a right to be heard before taking
action adverse to persons with protected property interests. In this case, numerous lots that
would compose the Project site have been deeded with an express reservation of mineral rights.
The current land use designation of open space and use as a parking lot does not impair the prior
owners’ deed reservation of mineral rights. The record is devoid of evidence that the underlying
mineral rights owners have been given mailed notice of the advisory agency hearing. They
would be constitutionally entitled to notice unless their mineral extraction rights were terminated
pursuant to the lawful process, or if they recorded their interests and they have not otherwise
expired. This Project proposes to erect structures that would make it impossible for the mineral
rights owners to obtain the benefit of their reservation of mineral extraction rights.
Presumably the City issued the hearing notice under authority of Government Code
Section 66474.64 that states:
“In cities having a population of more than 2,800,000, if the
legislative body authorizes the advisory agency to report its action
directly to the subdivider, the advisory agency shall, prior to
making its report to the subdivider upon a subdivision as defined in
this chapter, give notice of hearing in such manner as may be
prescribed by local ordinance to the subdivider and to all property
owners within 300 feet of the proposed subdivision and pursuant
thereto shall conduct a public hearing at which time all persons
interested in or affected by such proposed subdivision shall be
heard.”
This statutory notice, written specially for the City of Los Angeles, and its implementing
municipal code provision, LAMC section 17.06(A)(1), is unconstitutional as applied in this case
in its failure to require due process of law notice and hearing for persons with recorded mineral
interests in the Project site.
The State Planning Code expressly recognizes the right of constitutional notice to mineral
rights holders whose interests are recorded in accordance with law. The notice required if the
land lies in a jurisdiction subject to the general notice provisions of the Subdivision Map Act
(other than Los Angeles) is provided in Government Code section 66451.3. It provides notice of
hearing is required under Government Code section 65090 and 65091. Under section
65091(a)(2), “[w]hen the Subdivision Map Act (Division 2 (commencing with Section 66410) of
Title 7) requires notice of a public hearing to be given pursuant to this section, notice shall also
be given to any owner of a mineral right pertaining to the subject real property who has
recorded a notice of intent to preserve the mineral right pursuant to Section 883.230 of the
Civil Code.” (Emphasis added.)
Other than neglectful drafting of the provisions of the Subdivision Map Act applicable to
Los Angeles, there is no rational basis for state law to guarantee mailed notice to mineral rights
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owners in every jurisdiction except Los Angeles. The failure of state law to also require
constitutional due process to mineral rights holders while guaranteeing it in all other jurisdictions
is both a violation of equal protection of the law, and a violation of due process right to notice.
Since the record fails to show whether the Applicant or City has determined if persons
who reserved mineral rights in the deeds for Project’s site have ongoing enforceable mineral
rights, and therefore a constitutional right to actual notice of the Advisory Agency hearing, there
is no basis to proceed with the Advisory Agency hearing until such time that underlying mineral
rights have been determined, and all persons entitled to notice have been notified.
ADDITIONALLY THE HEARING NOTICE INCORRECTLY DESCRIBES THE
PROJECT.
The hearing notice for the hearing on October 22, 2020 is defective. The City repeatedly
informs the public that Project sites land use designation is Open Space and Low Medium II
Multiple Family Residential, when in fact the entire Project site is Open Space.52
The hearing notice similarly inaccurately describes the proposed changes as:
a. Venice Community Plan General Plan Land Use Map to amend the land use
designation of the subject site from Open Space and Low Medium II
Multiple Family Residential to Neighborhood Commercial;
b. Certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP) maps to
amend the land use designation of the subject site from Open Space and
Low Medium II Multiple Family Residential to Neighborhood Commercial.
On this additional ground, the City has failed to give lawful notice of the actual proposed Project.
THE CITY’S YEARS OF FLAWED HOUSING POLICY AGGRAVATED
HOMELESSNESS IN LOS ANGELES, AND YET THE CITY COUNCIL OFFICE
PROPOSES TO TAKE AWAY SPECIAL PURPOSE OPEN SPACE FROM THE
VENICE COMMUNITY WITHOUT CONSULTATION.
The Venice Vision community does not accept the presumption of the Council District
office that it can dictate such a significant shift in policy regarding the use and disposition of
land held by the City in trust for the people.
This Project places front and center a question that the people of Los Angeles have a
legally enforceable right to consider objectively based upon all the facts: how does the need to
providing safe housing opportunities for homeless individuals balance on the scales of policy
making against numerous other policy priorities of the people of the City – many of which are
themselves so basic and fundamental that they are already enacted into law?

52

https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/68a0ab80-79e8-4749-8f72-d454a199be7a/venplanmap.pdf
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Does the fact that the Project will house formerly homeless individuals constitute the
only policy factor our elected officials should consider in evaluating its merits? Does meeting
the needs of formerly homeless individuals come as a zero sum game, an all-or-nothing analysis?
Is every other fundamental public policy trumped no matter what the financial cost?
The current place where City leaders find themselves,53 with a rapidly expanding human
and public health crisis in the streets, was predictable based upon what has gone on before. Our
City institutions are under attack with the corrupting influence of money that apparently knows
almost no limit at City Hall. One need look no further than the ongoing federal Department of
Justice and FBI investigation of bribery, wire fraud, mail fraud, and perjury at Los Angeles City
Hall to know that something there is terribly broken.54 More than a half a dozen individuals have
pled guilty to or will face charges of public corruption for which they will likely be sentenced to
prison.
And in each of those cases there were large international real estate developers entering
the Los Angeles market with a willingness, indeed eagerness, to shower City officials with gifts
and bribes. These were given in exchange for bending the City’s laws to the real estate
developer’s own financial benefit, and to the detriment of the public’s interest. U.S. Attorney
Nick Hanna, who leads the City Hall corruption scandal, observed City Hall suffered a: “‘Pay-toPlay’ Scheme in Which Real Estate Developers Funneled Cash and Other Benefits to Secure
Favorable Treatment”.55 Our City’s decisionmaking processes are not working for the people
they are supposed to serve.
Even absent this open bribery activity, pay-to-play exists in the form of generous legal
campaign contributions and use of lobbyists with existing relationships with City officials. Real
estate conglomerates have insinuated themselves with politicians using these strategies. They
have created a self-reinforcing and dysfunctional information bubble where the politicians cite a
perceived “housing crisis,” without really striving to understand its dynamics, but rather use it as
some kind of talismanic incantation prior to approving another luxury housing project to gentrify
the City.
City Hall “logic” is as simplistic as: “If we build more of all kinds of housing, the power
of the marketplace will drive down rents.” This fairy tale, promulgated by the real estate industry
and non-profits and academics it generously funds, fails to account for the threatening,
monopolistic market power of these real estate conglomerates. They don’t have to lower the rent
Los Angeles Times Editorial, “Homelessness in LA: A National Disgrace” March 3, 2018
https://www.latimes.com/la-ol-opinion-newsletter-homelessness-la-20180303-htmlstory.html
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Laist Running Timeline of City Hall Corruption Investigation by Federal Officials (Last updated July 20, 2020)
https://laist.com/2020/05/18/los-angeles-city-hall-fbi-corruption-investigation-timeline-englanderhuizar.php#footnote
Press release of US Department of Justice, July 30, 2020 “Los Angeles City Councilman Jose Huizar Charged in 34Count Indictment Alleging Wide-Ranging Political Corruption”, https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/losangeles-city-councilman-jose-huizar-charged-34-count-indictment-alleging-wide
Press Release of US Department of Justice, June 23, 2020 https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/losangeles-city-councilman-jose-huizar-arrested-federal-rico-charge-alleges-he-agreed
55
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when they sit on large piles of cash, and possess market power in the relevant market. As
researchers confirmed: “developers have a very strong impact on the boom bust cycle, because
they can create the impression that housing is a scarce good, while they have enough housing on
stock to satisfy demand. This directly adds to the price increase during an upswing. On the other
hand, developers have enough equity to hold on to a significant stock of unsold housing during
the price decline, whereby they keep prices high.”56
So for years, this dance of campaign contributions, lobbying, and information bubble
created a toxic environment where the politicians have become content to accept approval of
projects that tore down older affordable housing in Los Angeles and evicted some of the City’s
most vulnerable, only to replace these with unaffordable luxury units, much of which are merely
investment vehicles of foreign investors.57 A portion of the evicted tenants have suffer
homelessness, yet some of these luxury units sit vacant at rates exceeding 15% of building units.
And many are unoccupied because corporate landlords can afford to take losses to maintain
artificially high rents – a mark of monopolistic power. Even during the pandemic, rents have not
been driven down so much as to avoid the continuing and ongoing humanitarian crisis of
homelessness.
All across the City, including in Council District 11, real estate development interests
have obtained special favors of spot zoning to wildly boost the size and impacts of their projects
to the detriment of surrounding property owners. Such spot zones, often achieved with a
complete amendment of every applicable plan or zoning law, conferred multi-million dollar
increases in property value upon the developers. With extraordinary profit margins and an
unquenchable thirst for more lucrative projects, internationally financed real estate interests and
hedge funds are buying into Los Angeles real estate for speculation because the word it out that
the City will spot zone almost anything.
Given the homelessness problem, City officials have been pressured to look at the
conversion of City assets to address the crisis they have spent years creating within the uncritical
information bubble peddled by the real estate development industry. The real estate moguls have
been content to shift the growing cost of homelessness onto local government and the taxpayers.
And unsurprisingly, it has been pressure from advocacy front groups for the real estate industry
that pushed and supported the idea that City officials ought to identify public open space assets
of the City. These identified assets were targeted as temporary and permanent to homeless
housing centers, but without any public consultation.

Critical Housing Analysis, “Monopolistic competition and price discrimination company strategy in the
primary housing market,” Dec. 31, 2016, p. 9. http://housing-critical.com/home-page-1/monopolisticcompetition-and-price-discriminati
56

The Vacancy Report – How Los Angeles Leaves Homes Empty and People Unhoused, ACCE Institute,
October, 2020
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/acceinstitute/pages/1322/attachments/original/1600360400/The
VacancyReport_compressed_%281%29.pdf?1600360400
LA Weekly, “Hollywood’s Urban Cleansing,” January 3, 2013, https://www.laweekly.com/hollywoods-urbancleansing/
57
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GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 65351 MANDATES A GOOD FAITH PUBLIC
EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION PROCESS TO AMEND A GENERAL PLAN.
The City Planning Department proposes to conduct its first public hearing on the general
plan amendment on October 22, 2020, before it has fulfilled its public participation duties under
state law. The foregoing analysis of City policies that exacerbated homelessness strongly
suggests before the City proposes to approve a Project that will forever foreclose alternative
public interest uses of the Project site. Before it does through a general plan amendment, the City
has an absolute statutory duty to conduct a substantial, meaningful and good faith public
participation process.
Government Code Section 65351 provides:
“During the preparation or amendment of the general plan, the
planning agency shall provide opportunities for the involvement of
citizens, California Native American Indian tribes, public agencies,
public utility companies, and civic, education, and other
community groups, through public hearings and any other means
the planning agency deems appropriate.”
While the decisionmaking public hearings will be the end of the general plan amendment
process, the plain language imposes a greater duty than just issuing a public hearing notice.
There is a mandatory outreach duty to a wide variety of government, utility, and civic groups to
give them notice that a significant change in the planning agency’s general plan is under
consideration, educate them on the policy options, and actively solicit their input as the
amendment is considered. The phrase “and any other means” demonstrates that the public
engagement process requires more than a hearing at the City Planning Commission and City
Council.
The public engagement obligation must occur before the decisionmaking hearing process.
The record here is devoid of any effort on the part of the City to undertake a good faith public
notification of the proposed nature of the general plan amendment, why it is being proposed,
what opportunities the change would foreclose on previously designated public open space, and
the policy options other than the proposed amendment. The City Planning Department has done
no general planning activity. It simply transferred the requested general plan amendment
wording from the Project application to the hearing notice. That is not public engagement as
mandated by Government Code Section 65351.
Equally significant is that the proposed general plan amendment constitutes the City’s
appropriation of public assets to enable a private project that pursues one public goal while short
circuiting the right of the public to fully comprehend and participate in such a fundamental
change of the underlying general plan. The proposal to convert an important City of Los Angeles
public asset, a public parking facility for residents and tourists to access the culturally significant
Venice Beach, means that for all practical purposes under the proposed 99-year lease, the City
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will foreclose any other public use of its dwindling open space lands. This is a fundamental
policy decision.
Therefore, the City will fail to proceed in accordance with law if it goes to hearing
without first complying with its education and outreach obligation. However, this is the
political/legal framework under which the proposed Project is rolled out. The most substantial
decision appears to have already been made: the Council District 11 office has unilaterally
identified the Venice Boulevard Median open space parking area for irrevocable commitment to
a homeless housing project without any public input or voice in the decision.
In order to carry out its unilateral decision, the Council District 11 office proposes to
permit the applicant to request an extraordinary set of modifications to fundamental planning,
zoning, and coastal protection laws in order to insert into the community a land use wholly
inconsistent with fundamental policies enshrined in law.
UNDER GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 66474.61 THE CITY ADVISORY
AGENCY IS REQUIRED TO DENY THE PROPOSED TRACT MAP
The proposed Project’s tract map approval is fatally flawed as set forth herein.
A.
B.

The Proposed Map Is Not Consistent With Applicable General
And Specific Plans As Specified In Section 65451; and
The Design Or Improvement Of The Proposed Subdivision Is
Not Consistent With Applicable General And Specific Plans.

The City’s draft tract map approval at pp. 19 & 21 states that the Open Space land use
designation and zoning of OS-1XL-O do not permit the development of any kind of housing
project, including a Supportive Housing project on the subject parcels of land. Thus, the City
concedes in its draft tract map approval that at this time the Advisory Agency is required to deny
the tract map because the map and the project’s land use and proposed improvement cannot be
found consistent with applicable general plan and specific plans.
The list of requested entitlements is an admission of what City laws the Applicant seeks
to modify to force the City’s planning process to conform to the Applicant’s preferences. In
other words, the Applicant seeks extraordinary modifications of basic planning and zoning laws
instead of proposing a development that already complies with the basic general plan and
zoning requirements.
We incorporate the foregoing consistency analysis as well as detailed examples of
inconsistency set forth in other comment letters, including by our client organization, Venice
Vision. For the purposes of the tract map evaluation, we focus on those matters that are central
and fundamental plan requirements, none of which the Project meets.
Having conceded that the project as proposed cannot be found to be consistent with
applicable general plans and specific plans, the Advisory Agency proposes to approve the tract
map anyway, asserting that it may rely on the fact that the Applicant has filed case number CPC2018-7344-GPAJ-VZCJ-HD-SP-SPP-CDP-MEL-SPR-PHP “in conjunction with the requested
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tract map.” But the City has the process exactly backwards. The Applicant is required to first
apply for this large list of discretionary legislative changes to the City’s fundamental plans,
and as outlined above, the City is mandated by state law to conduct a good faith public
outreach and public participation in conjunction with the general plan amendment planning
process. If and only if the City Council exercises is legislative powers to make all of the
requested changes, taking account the general plan amendment outreach and participation,
would it be appropriate for the Applicant to seek a hearing on a tract map proposed to be
consistent with the legislative decisions made by City Council.
The City and Applicant presume that by merely asking for all of these major changes to
the City General Plans and implementing Specific Plans, that the tract map approval of the
Advisory Agency may presume the City Council will approve all the requested changes. This
process improperly purports to foreclose the City Council from approving anything other than
the Applicant’s requested general plan and specific plan changes.
The Subdivision Map Act provisions applicable to the City of Los Angeles do not contain
any authority to approve a tract map first, conditioned on the Applicant receiving all of the
requested modifications of general plans and specific plans. For other jurisdictions, Government
Code 66498.3 expressly authorizes an advisory agency to condition a tract map approval on an
applicant later obtaining a zoning change. The absence of a similar provision in the Map Act
authorizing an advisory agency to conditionally approve a tract map premised on a general plan
amendment, means the City’s proposed conditional approval of a presumed general plan
amendment is ultra vires. The Legislature’s strongly worded language mandating an advisory
agency deny a tract map that does not comply with the general plan and specific plan, combined
with no express authorization to conditionally approve premised on a general plan amendment,
establishes how the City of Los Angeles is conducting an unlawful tract map hearing proceeding.
The Project is not consistent with the current General Plan in numerous ways. It is not
consistent with the land use designation for the site as Open Space, or the Venice Community
Plan, or the Venice Coastal Land Use Plan. All of these plans do not permit the Project as
proposed. This designation was enacted into the Venice Community Plan Map for a reason. It
preserves a vital public facility that supports local and regional recreation opportunities at the
Pacific Ocean and Venice Beach. The land use designation of Open Space is one of the most
restrictive land use designations in the City. The land use designation is intended to avoid the
precise thing the Council Office and the Applicant propose to do: hand the beneficial use of an
Open Space public facility over to a private firm. Thus, the Project proposed is fundamentally
inconsistent with the General Plan land use designation, and no authority exists for the City to
approve a tract map until there is a lawful general plan amendment process that would change
the City’s fundamental planning policies to permit this currently illegal project.
In order to force the City’s fundamental planning documents to conform to the extremely
inconsistent project proposed, the Applicant and Council Office propose to simply amend the
City’s General Plan in numerous places to simply authorize the project anyway. In essence, the
Applicant and Council Office seek to authorize a spot zone where inconsistent land uses, unit
density, floor area, building height and intensity, deficient parking, and substandard beach access
facilities will be inflicted upon the public.
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But the City of Los Angeles lacks the authority to process a single project general plan
amendment. Therefore, even if the City wanted to process a single project general plan
amendment, it lacks the authority to do so.
Los Angeles City Charter, Section 555 provides:
“The General Plan may be amended in its entirety, by subject
elements or parts of subject elements, or by geographic areas,
provided that the part or area involved has significant social,
economic or physical identity.” (Emphasis added.)
A City Charter permits all municipal power except those expressly limited. Domar Electric, Inc.
v. City of Los Angeles (1994) 9 Cal.4th 161, 170. The requirement that the geographic area
involved in a proposed general plan amendment be one of “significant social, economic or
physical identity” is an express limitation on the City’s power to initiate a general plan
amendment. It is an instruction that the amendment process, while not including the entire City,
must include a significant chunk of the City to avoid piecemeal planning and spot zoning. In
other words, the City Charter limitation expressly prohibits that which the Applicant purports to
apply for.
Charter Section 557 expounds the meaning of the restricting language in Section 555.
Section 557 provides:
“For the purpose of reviewing or amending the General Plan, the
City Planning Commission shall make its recommendations to the
Council relative to the division of the entire City into areas and the
Council, after considering the recommendations of the City
Planning Commission, shall adopt a resolution providing for those
General Plan areas. To the extent feasible, general plan areas shall
be drawn to keep areas geographically compact, to keep
neighborhoods and communities intact, and to utilize natural
boundaries and street lines.” (Emphasis added.)
Following the City Charter’s requirement that amendments were limited to geographically
defined areas that had the characteristic of encompassing a neighborhood and community, and
respecting natural boundaries between them, after the 1969 approval by voters, the City Planning
Commission and City Council drew those General Plan Areas which are the minimum size area
allowed for considering an amendment in the City. These General Plan areas are known as the
Community Plans.
This division of the City into large chunks less than the entire City but more than a single
project was intended to act as an anti-corruption prevention program. In 1967, it was revealed
that a Los Angeles City Councilmember, Thomas Shepard, had accepted an $11,000 bribe from a
real estate developer in order to obtain a favorable modification of the City’s master plan, and
dramatic increase in zoning density for his Canoga Park subdivision proposal. Mr. Shepard was
found guilty of bribery and sentenced to prison for his crimes. Many other Planning
Commission and City staff resigned from their positions under scrutiny for conflicts of interest
and other inappropriate selling of the public interest. City Hall, under intense scrutiny by the Los
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Angeles Times, appointed a blue ribbon committee to study and recommend changes to reform
the City’s planning and zoning processes in response to the bribery scandal.
The Citizen’s Committee on Zoning Practices and Procedures, headed by former Los
Angeles Mayor Fletcher Bowron, issued a ground-breaking series of reports after conducting 14
months of hearings funded and staffed by the City. This official City committee recommended a
series of City Charter amendments and zoning changes to insulate elected officials from the
temptation to demand pay to play (quid pro quo) favors from real estate developers in exchange
for plan changes and unplanned up-zoning.
The most important reform was a strict one: That the City would have a General Plan that
was legally enforceable, requiring consistency by the subordinate zoning rules, and that the City
would be divided into significant geographic areas for future consideration of amendments to the
General Plan. Within a year, the Legislature followed Los Angeles reforms by enacting State
Planning Code requirements for all cities, including charter cities, to prepare General Plans.
However, unlike Los Angeles, which stands alone with its charter restriction barring piecemeal
general plan amendments, the Legislature allowed general law cities and counties to process
amendments to their general plans up to 4 times per year. Los Angeles is not subject to the 4
times per year amendment rule, rather it was required to frequently undergo periodic reviews of
its community plans (the General Plan Areas created under Charter Section 557).
Over the past few decade or more, the City Council grossly underfunded the City
Planning Department to perform the required frequent planning updates. At some point,
someone at City Hall simply decided to start processing general plan amendments by quietly
ignoring the City Charter limitation on authority to process anything less than an amendment for
a General Plan Area created under Section 557. Eventually, members of the public began to
notice the efforts of the City purporting to process general plan amendments for individual
projects, which is legally barred by the Charter. A legal challenge to the City’s reinterpretation
was rejected in the case of Westsiders Opposed to Overdevelopment v. City of Los Angeles et al.
(2018) 27 Cal.App.5th 1079, to the delight of City Council members and the real estate
development community which seeks to maximize profit by seeking single project general plan
amendments and re-zoning – just like in 1967 Canoga Park.
After the Westsiders case, the City Council continued to allow real estate developers to
propose general plan amendments to allow completely overhaul of the planning and zoning
controls for their properties. These changes always resulted in substantial increases in permitted
density, height and floor area, transferring from the people of Los Angeles to the developer
millions of dollars of additional value. Then, just as Los Angeles suffered in 1967, the
corruption festering beneath the surface under the current City administration broke out with the
FBI’s raid of the offices of Councilmember Jose Huizar, and the offices of the City Attorney.
For a second time, because the local courts were unwilling to enforce the people-voted
anti-corruption limit on general plan amendments, the people of Los Angeles now suffer from a
corrupted planning process and Planning Department that continues to process general plan
amendments in violation of the strict limit placed in the City Charter to halt bribery and other
unlawful conduct. Westsiders was wrongly decided because it incorrectly deferred to a corrupt
City administration’s self-interest in continuing pay to play. For this reason if the City persists in
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utilizing an unlawful general plan amendment process to enable this severely inconsistent
Project, Venice will seek to challenge Westsiders’ improper endorsement of the same practices
that people of Los Angeles thought they snuffed out in the 1969 election approving reforms.
Apparently, Los Angeles embodies the old adage that: “He (or she) who fails to learn history, is
doomed to repeat it.”
C.

The Project is Likely to Cause Substantial Damage and Cause
Serious Public Health Problems Mandating Denial under the
Subdivision Map Act.

The Subdivision Map Act mandates denial of a tentative map if the design of the
subdivision or the proposed improvements are likely to cause substantial environmental damage
or substantially and avoidably injure fish or wildlife or their habitat.” Govt. Code Section
66474(e). As explained above, the Project is not exempt from CEQA. Moreover, even if it was,
an exemption from CEQA does not relieve a public agency from conducting an environmental
review as part of the approval of the tentative tract map.
In Topanga Ass'n for a Scenic Community v. County of Los Angeles (1989) 214
Cal.App.3d 1348, the court ruled that Government Code Section 66474(e), which requires a
governmental agency to deny a map application if the agency finds that subdivision design or
improvements are likely to cause substantial environmental damage, provides for an
environmental review separate from and independent of CEQA. The court stated as follows:
"Appellants argue that elimination of their CEQA causes of action does not foreclose an
environmental challenge to the approval of the project because the Subdivision Map Act, in
Government Code section 66474, subdivision (e), provides for environmental impact review
separate from and independent of the requirements [of the CEQA. We agree. "[T]he finding
required by section 66474, subdivision (e) is in addition to the requirements for the preparation
of an environmental impact report" or a [*1356] negative declaration pursuant to the
CEQA. (59 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 129, 130 (1976).) Topanga Ass'n for a Scenic Cmty. v. County of
L.A. (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1348, 1355-1356
The City has failed to conduct the environmental review that would be required by
Government Code Section 66474(e). Further, the evidence already part of the Record (and
outlined above) demonstrates that the Project will cause substantial environmental damage and
serious public health problems). Therefore the tentative tract map must be denied under
Government Code Section 66474(e) and (f).
//
//
//
//
//
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D.

CONCLUSIONS

The City should deny this costly project and instead make more cost-effective use of
funds to address the homeless problem. As explained by Venice Community Housing
Corporation at their October 14, 2020 zoom community meeting on the project, the proposed
project is anticipated to cost approximately $525,000 per unit. As noted by LA Alliance for
Human Rights on pages 32-34 of their recent complaint:58
In 2016, City residents voted overwhelmingly to increase their property
taxes and issue general obligation bonds to generate a total of $1.2 billion
over a ten-year period with the claimed goal of building 10,000 units of
Permanent Supportive Housing (“PSH”).78 The City of Los Angeles has
now allocated nearly all of that $1.2 billion, for a slated total of “5,873
supportive units for homeless residents and another 1,767 affordable
units” presumably for low-income (but not yet homeless) persons.79 While
permanent housing is certainly a valuable piece of the puzzle, the median
cost of HHH housing is now an astonishing $531,000 per unit, greater than
many market-rate homes for sale in Los Angeles County. “An unusually
high 35 to 40 percent of costs are so-called ‘soft costs’ (development fees,
consultants, financing, etc.) compared to just 11 percent for actual land
costs.”80 Part of the high cost is due to the “elongated approval and
construction timelines”—three to six years—which is “plainly out of step
with the City’s urgent need to bring tens of thousands of people off the
streets and into housing.”81 The purpose of HHH was to provide a
significant solution to address the increasing homelessness crisis. Yet for
less than a quarter of the $1.2 billion price tag, the City of Los Angeles
58

https://spertuslaw.sharefile.com/share/view/s914ce06aa64487b8
Footnotes:
78 The Proposition HHH ballot described it thus:
To provide safe, clean affordable housing for those in danger of becoming homeless, such as
battered women and their children, veterans, seniors, foster youth, and the disabled; and provide facilities to
increase access to mental health care, drug and alcohol treatment, and other services; shall the City of Los
Angeles issue $1,200,000,000 in general obligation bonds, with citizen oversight and annual financial
audits?
City of Los Angeles, City Clerk, Voter Information Pamphlet at 7 (Nov. 8, 2016),
http://clerk.cityofla.acsitefactory.com/sites/g/files/wph606/f/2016%20Nove
mber%20County%20WEB_English.pdf.
79 Ron Galperin, LA Controller, High Cost of Homeless Housing: Review of Proposition HHH, (Oct. 8,
2019), https://lacontroller.org/wp- content/uploads/2019/10/The-High-Cost-of-Homeless-Housing_Reviewof-Prop- HHH_10.8.19.pdf.
80 Id.
81 Id.
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could provide a bed for every unsheltered Angeleno.82 Instead, year after
year, the point-in-time count has increased and to date, over three years
since Proposition HHH was passed, only 46 PSH units have been opened.
In focusing almost exclusively on PSH, a solution which is laudable but
alone takes too long, is too expensive, and provides less than 20 percent of
the beds actually needed, the City has wasted its best opportunity to
address this crisis and failed to accomplish its stated goal as promised to
the voters in 2016.
The proposed project meets neither the conditions for a statutory exemption from CEQA,
or the required findings for issuance of a Vesting Tentative Tract. The City should deny the
application for the Vesting Tentative Tract and should deny the requested waivers.
I may be contacted at 310-982-1760 or at jamie.hall@channellawgroup.com if you have
any questions, comments or concerns.
Sincerely,

Jamie T. Hall
ATTACHMENTS:
A. SWAPE Comments on the Reese Davidson Community Project, October 19, 2020 and
Attachment
B. Venice Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment (2018), prepared by Moffat & Nichol
C. Emails Providing Evidence of Canal Leaks
D. Venice Canal Historic District Nomination Form
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